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ABSTRACT 
A computerized flow process charting application 
program of dBase III+ has been developed to aid in resource 
requirements planning and operations analysis. Traditional 
flow process charting has used as the following data 
elements: assembly number, assembly sequence number, 
distance travelled, time required for the activity and an 
activity symbol. The computerized system adds several 
variables to these in order to customize the application at 
Martin Marietta Electronic systems. These additional 
variables include work center identification, machine number 
identification, lot sizes, set up and run times and manufac-
turing specifications. Additionally, the circle or opera-
tions symbol has been expanded to differentiate between 
manual, process and test activities. 
Resource requirements planning and analysis is accomp-
lished by a series of reports where a user defines search 
requirements and enters three independent equation variables 
for the calculations. The three variables are realization 
factor or safety factor, resource avaiability in hours per 
month and monthly production demand. _ The resource require-
ments can be used in methods engineering, make-buy decisions 
and resource planning. Sensitivity analyses can be easily 
accomplished by changing the input variables and/or data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Martin Marietta Electronic Systems (MMES) is currently in 
pre-production/early production phases of a program called 
LANTIRN which is a navigation and targeting system developed 
for the U.S. Air Force. There are several aspects of this 
program that are unique to MMES industrial engineering. 
department. These aspects can be primarily attributed to 
the introduction of Mil-Std-1567A into the LANTIRN contract. 
Mil-Std-1567A is a method by which the Department of 
Defense is attempting to control cost overruns on current 
programs and a way to reduce costs on future contracts by 
use of a statistically accurate and verifiable labor 
standards (Mil-Std-1567A, 1983). In order to comply with 
Mil-Std-1567A, MMES industrial engineering will develop 
"labor standards that reflect an accuracy of +10% with a 
90% or greater confidence at the operational level (Mi1-Std-
1567A, 1983)" and perform/document an "aggressive 
operations analysis program" (Mil-Std-1520B 1985). One 
important facet of an operations analysis program is flow 
charting. 
The initial definition for developing a process chart 
system to meet Mil-Std-1567A requirements was defined as: 
find or develop a process charting system that will record 
and describe manufacturing processes to support 
/ 
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Mil-Std-1567A operations analysis activities. Initial 
criteria included: being easily updated, capable of being 
used by many groups throughout the company and be perceived 
as a credible and reliab1e tool. Initial output require-
ments include being available on a rea1 time basis and 
providing detailed information for intra-assembly analysis 
and aggregate information processing for inter-assembly 
analyses. The system should be capable of supporting 
between 45-50 detailed assemblies for a six-year contract. 
The system should be able to report the number of 
delays, transports, operations, inspections, etc. This 
output should allow management to set goals such as 
reductions in labor standards, delays and transportation 
steps. The output could also be used to measure various 
shop efficiencies. 
To accomplish this task, a computerized flow process 
charting system was researched and developed which is the 
subject of this report. 
I 
PROCESS CHARTS 
Process charts have been a recognized tool by indus-
trial engineers for many years. The Gilbreth's first 
published process chart symboloqy in 1921 (Barnes 1980) • 
Process charts were developed and used represent manuf ac-
turing processes in order to identify major inefficiencies 
such as unnecessary tasks and delays, excessive travel and 
comparisons between different activity methods. There are 
five major categories of process charts available and many 
permutations of each of those. They are: 
1. Operations Process Charts 
2. Flow Process Charts 
3. Man-Machine Process Charts 
4. Gang Process Charts 
5. Operator Proces~ Charts 
Operations Process Charts show all operational steps 
and inspection steps for an assembly process in chronologi-
cal order. Typically, time allowances and materials used 
are contained in this report format. Analyses center focus 
on overall assembly time and distances. This process chart 
is typically used for layout and project management 
activities. 
Flow process charts follow the same basic format as 
operations flow charting but the information fields are 
3 
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expanded to include operational time, transport time, 
inspection time, delays and storages. This technique 
is primarily used for component manufacturing and 
differs from the operations process chart in that the flow 
process chart focuses primarily on subassembly manufacture 
rather than an entire assembly stream. This technique is 
especially valuable in uncovering hidden costs such as 
delays and storages. A typical flow process chart is shown 
in Figure 1. 
Man-machine process charts shows the exact relationship 
in time between the man's working cycle and the machine's 
operating cycle. The technique is intended to improve the 
utilization of both man and machine by determining the 
number of machines that one man can operate. 
Gang process charts differ from man-machine techniques 
in that they are intended to determine the number of men 
required to operate one machine. 
Operator process charts or left- and right-hand studies 
are tools of motion studies. These charts show all move-
ments of an operator's hands with the intent of improving 
the balance of work load between them (Barnes 1980, Mundel 
1971, Niebel 1988). 
Expansion of Traditional Process Charts 
Each process charting technique was designed for a 
particular application and has individual characteristics 
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Figure 1. An example of a typical flow process chart 
watering a garden (Barnes 1980}. 
and parameters under which it is used. The system that was 
proposed and developed to meet MMES requirements is an 
attempt at using some of the proven flow charting charac-
teristics while ,expanding/altering other aspects. Barnes 
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(1980) states that "process charts should never mix 
material movement with people movement when using flow 
charts." The particular flow chart that he is referencing 
is a process charting technique that uses distance and an 
aggregate time as information parameters. Clearly, not 
mixing people and material with this technique is proper 
for this and earlier data. li.mited charting techniques. 
However, i.f the information parameters are expanded to 
include more deta.iled and comprehensive data, the two 
approaches could be successfully combined and utilized. 
Further, traditional process charting activity classifica-
tions are not a c 1omprehensive list of activity types (Krick 
1962, Muni 1973). For the MMES system, two important 
activity types that could not be adequately classified 
traditionally include test information and detailed opera-
tional elements i.e., a breakdown of manual time into set-up 
and run times and non-manual time such as machine or process 
times. This data expansion and traditional modifications 
are the basic premise undertaken for this project. 
Computer versus Manual systems 
Anothe.r aspect to be expanded using a computerized 
system is the ability to change data fields easily. This 
has long been a disadvantage of manually drawn or written 
process charts but a major advantage of computer-based 
systems {Hughes 1978, Gaither 1980). For this particular 
application, the nine data fields chosen for this applica-
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tion could easily be expanded or reduced depending on future 
systemic requirements. 
Similarly, data units are easily modified for mathe-
matical calculations and subsequent presentation. For 
example, with this particular MMES application the 
traditional data field for distance was converted into time 
so that the data base would have a common denominator (i.e., 
time, and requirements could be planned). In traditional 
systems if one wished to plan for material expediter 
requirements or material handling equipment, the only data 
available was distance. By converting into time, both of 
these requirements can be planned throughout the life of 
the program and the total makespan be computed (Rolstadas 
1986). Similarly, should the distance be required to be 
presented in terms of distance measurement the modification 
would be easily accomplished. 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Initial analysis identified several areas which needed 
to be addressed. These included the cost of the system, the 
definition of system use, what data would be required to 
support these usages and what should be done to make the 
system user-friendly and easily understood. 
Under traditional approaches to f1ow charting, time, 
distance, process descripti,on and a symbol were used in most 
flow charts. The symbols represented either an operation, 
inspection, delay, storage or a movement. These were 
identified as useful requirements but were determined not to 
be a comprehensive 1ist (Moore 1969). The operation symbol 
or activity was broken down into three areas; manual O·pera-
tions, process operations and testing operations. By 
breaking the operation activity into these three areas both 
people and material can be tracked instead of just one or 
the other (Heyel 1979). 
Also, the traditional data fields, activity descrip-
ti ,on, time and distance did not adequately describe s 1ome 
useful data fields peculiar to MMES. These included 
operational control codes (OCC) and specification codes. 
The singular time field was expanded to cover set-up time, 
run time and lot sizes. 
8 
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The two cross-over fields unchanged from traditional 
flow charting methodology used in this application were 
sequence numbers and activity description. Both of these 
were considered useful ,system requir,em,ent.s. These data 
fields will be defined later in a data dictionary. 
Final System Requirement Definition 
Spe.cific system requirements were defined as follows: 
The system should be able to search data records and perform 
analytical calculations while the user performs sensitivity 
analyses. The search criteria should focus on the following 
data fields: 
l. part number 
2. occ code 
3. specification code 
4. activity symbology or type 
Therefore, the system criteria was altered to: .find 
and/or develop a computerlzed flow process system that will 
record, describe and aid in analysis or planning. The 
system output sho1uld be easily understood by non-technical 
users and be user friendly. 
SYSTEM SEARCH AND EVALUATIONS 
There were three phases involved in searching for 
existing flow process charting systems; interviews with 
system experts, a literature search and a software search. 
Several of these systems were evaluated using a modified 
decision model proposed by Semprevivo (1980) and intangible 
system information. The evaluations were presented to 
management and the system choice made. 
Syste:m Search 
Interviews were conducted with four Martin Marietta 
systems experts. In these interviews several different 
alternatives including both in-house and commercially 
available software were discussed. One alternative, a 
dBase III+ application, was programmed to meet specific 
system requirements. These requirements were provided 
toa MMES industrial engineering programmer and she 
programmed the dBase III+ application programs (MMES 1987). 
Literature Search 
A literature search was conducted in order to deter-
mine if a system was available that met the system require-
ments. 
Several vendors were contacted and each sent informa-
tion about their packages. Most of the packages did not 
10 
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meet some of the more dynamic requirements such as the capa-
bility to search for particular attributes. A review of 
these systems is contained in the following paragraphs. 
"On Target" (On Target Manufacturing Software Inc., 
1987) is a system designed for use on a micro-computer and 
was reviewed as a "multitasking relational database manage-
system" (Modern Machine Shop 1987). The system is designed 
to function in a production control and/or shop floor 
control environment. The system did not meet the primary 
flow process charting system requirements or have the search 
and subsequent programmable analysis capability. 
"Costimator" (Manufacturing Technologies Inc., 1987) 
allowed a manufacturing flow to be modeled using the 
company's internally generated labor standards. This 
system could be categorized as a labor standard applica-
tions package. The system did not meet flow process 
charting system requirements and subsequent analysis. 
Further, Manufacturing Technologies' labor standards 
could not be utilized under Mil-Std-1567A auspices. 
"Easyflow" (HavenTree Software Ltd., 1987) is a 
system intended to utilize computer graphics to draw 
flow charts. The system did not have the ability to store, 
retrieve or manipulate data fields and did not meet 
primary flow process charting functions. 
"Fast" (Datawriter Corp., 1987) is a labor standard 
application package. The system was advertised to meet 
1.2 
Mil-Std-1567A requirements.. The system takes data from 
any predetermined time system and organizes data e1ements 
into operational elements to be applied to a manufacturing 
step. This syste.m does not meet the pri.mary flow process 
charting system requirements. 
A production planning system (Interfaces, 1986) 
developed at Bethlehem Stee1 was reviewed. The system 
uses differ.ent data parameters to provide support in a 
flexible manufacturing environment. The system is an 
application of Lotus 123 a .nd appeared to meet several of 
the analytical requ.irem.ents for the flow priocess charting 
system. However, the application did not appear flexible 
enough to meet the activity description portion of the 
requirements. 
Several systems designed for layout purposes appeared 
very close to meeting the flow process charting require-
ments. Muther (1973) describes several of the older 
systems. However, a more recent system by Moodie (1986) 
appears the closest of all reviewed systems to meeting 
the flow process charting require~ents. The system uses 
a database approach for from-to or activity relationship 
charting in order to design "a proper industrial facility 
design." The only required field not included in the system 
is that of activity description. However, the -addition of 
that field should be easily accomplished. This system 
lends support to the idea put forth during the expert 
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interviews concerning the system application to a database 
system. 
Software Search 
A software search was conducted for in-house systems 
and three additional systems that were recommended by the 
system experts. The recommended systems to be purchased 
and eva1uated were "VP-Planner," "Harvard Project Manager" 
and "Flow Charting." Additionally, three in-house systems, 
a computer "MOST" (Maynard Operating Sequence Technique) 
clone, "IECOM" (Industrial Engineering Cost Model) and 
11 4M Data - Mod II" (Micro-Matic Methods & Measurement) 
were to be evaluated. 
COMPUTER SYSTEM EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
In order to evaluate and select the computer system 
for the flow process charting system an evaluation model 
was constructed. The model considers many weighted factors 
and outputs an overall score for each system. The system 
having the highest score is judged the overall best choice. 
The model and weighted factors used are based on 
Semprevivo•s (1980) model shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
SEMPREVIVO'S MODEL FOR COMPUTER SYSTEM EVALUATION. 
Factor 
Subf actor 
Category 
Maximum 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmarks 
Price on configuration 
Systems Capability 
Software 
Operating System 
Languages 
Utilities 
App1ication Packages 
Hardware 
Support 
Field Eng. Support 
Systems Eng. Support 
Education and Training 
45 
25 
l.O 
20 
100 
14 
Subf actor 
Maximum 
50 
50 
100 
55 
45 
100 
50 
l.5 
35 
100 
Factor 
Maximum 
35 
50 
15 
100 
15 
The Flow Process Charting Model 
Semprevivo•s model was modified for the flow process 
system selection. The major factors and associated weights 
from Semprevivo were utilized with modifications made in the 
subfactors categories. The modified model is presented in 
Table 2. Each subfactor category was modified as fol.lows: 
A. Performance to benchmarks was interpreted as the 
capability to support all required flow process 
charting - activities. 
B. Price on configuration was not modified. 
C. Software subf actors were weighed equally and 
modified to addres$ specific system requirements. 
These included: being user-friendly, flexible data 
field construction, system and data reliability, 
flexible database construction for requirement 
changes, be easily translated to other systems or 
packages, capable of being used by different user 
groups, have a built-in analytical resource require-
ments planning and analysis capability and to 
support flow process charting activity. 
E. Hardware was not considered applicable in that 
existing equipment would be utilized. 
F. Field support engineering was not considered 
applicable as MMDS hardware support would be used 
for any hardware failure. 
G. Systems support engineering was divided into three 
16 
possible scenarios, vendor required support, MMDS 
system support and project syste.m support. 
H. Education and training was not modified. 
TABLE 2 
THE FLOW PRO,CESS CHARTING MODEL USED FOR COMPUTER 
SYSTEM EVALUATION MODEL. 
Factor 
Subf actor 
Category 
Maximum 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmark 
Price on conf iquration 
Systems Capability 
Software 
User Friend1y 
Data Field Flexible 
Reliabili.ty 
Database Structure 
Flexibility 
Translatable to other 
Software Packages 
Use by Different 
User Groups 
Ana1ytica1 
Capability 
Support 
Systems Eng. support 
Education and Training 
l.4.3 
14.3 
l..4. 3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
l.4.3 
100.l. 
Sub factor 
Maximum 
50 
50 
1.00 
l.00 
30 
70 
100 
Factor 
Maximum 
35 
50 
15 
100 
Quantitative models typically mak.e simplifying assump-
tions in order to make mathematical models practical. As 
such, sometimes useful and important information is not 
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considered in these models. Therefore, for each system 
quantitatively evaluated, additional comments and intangible 
information is presented following the model. 
seven different computer systems were evaluated using 
this model. They were: 
1. "Flow Charting" 
2. "Total Project Manager" 
3. "IECOM" (Industrial Engineering Cost Model) 
4. 11 4M Data - Mod II" (Micro-Matic Methods 
and Measurement) 
5. Computer "MOST'' (Maynard Operations Sequence 
T'echn.ique) 
6. "VP Planner"' 
7. '' 'Flow Process Charting'' (M'.MES dBase III+ 
application). 
These models are presented in Tables 3 through 9 
respectively. A summary of these evaluations is presented 
in Table 10. 
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TABLE 3 
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF "FLOW CHARTING" (PATTON AND 
PATTON, 1982). 
Factor Category Subfactor Factor 
Subfactor Ratings 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmark 
Price on configuratio~ 
Systems Capability 
Software 
User Friendly 
Data Field Flexible 
Reliability 
Database Structure 
Flexibility 
Translatable to other 
Software Packages 
Use by Different 
User Groups 
Analytical 
Capability 
Support 
Systems Eng. Support 
Education and Training 
Comments and Intangibles: 
0 
0 
14.3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14.3 
0 
50 
50 
14.3 
30 
35 
65 
17.5 
7.15 
9.75 
34.4 
"Flow Charting" did not display the capability to sort 
on and store a variable number of data fields and was not 
user-friendly. The system appeared to be more of a computer 
aided design (CAD) focused on drawing symbols rather than 
any analytical capability. 
l.9 
TABLE 4 
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF "TOTAL PROJECT MANAGER" (HARVARD 
SOFTWARE INC., 1984). 
Factor Category Subf actor Factor 
Subf actor Maximum Maximum Maximum 
Price/Performance 17.5 
Performance to benchmark 0 
Price on configuration 50 
50 
Systems Capability 7.15 
Software 14.3 
User Friendly 0 
Data Field Flexible 0 
Reliability 14.3 
Database Structure 
Flexibility 0 
Translatable to other 
Software Packages 0 
Use by Different 
User Groups 0 
Analytical 
Capability 0 
14.3 
support 9.75 
Systems Eng. Support 30 
Education and Training 35 
65 34.4 
Comments and Intangibles: 
The "Total Project manager" was purchased and eval-
uated. This system also was not user-friendly and could not 
search data fields. This package appeared to emphasize 
project management skills such as PERT and CPM. Although 
more analytical than "Flow Charting" neither system met 
20 
some of the most important requirements (i.e., searching and 
manipulating specific data fields) • 
TABLE 5 
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF "IECOM" (MMES, 1975). 
Factor 
Sub factor 
Category 
Maximum 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmark 
Price on conf iquration 
Systems Capability 
Software 
User Friendly 
Data Field Flexible 
Reliability 
Database Structure 
Flexibility 
Translatable to other 
Software Packages 
Use by Different 
User Groups 
Analytical 
Capabil.ity 
Support 
Systems Eng. Support 
Education and Training 
Comments and Intangibles: 
0 
14.3 
14.3 
a 
a 
0 
7 
35.6 
Sub factor 
Maximum 
30 
0 
30 
35.6 
0 
20 
20 
MMES has an existing mainframe system named 
Factor 
Maximum 
10.5 
17.8 
6 
34.3 
"IECOM" (Industrial Engineering Cost Model) which is 
primarily used for proposal activity. This system does not 
meet several of the important data re.quirements set forth 
21. 
earlier. These include processing the data fields for occ 
code, specification codes, symbol or activity reports, 
activity descriptions or sequence numbers. This is under-
standable knowing that this system's intent is a more 
overall look at an assembly system rather than both an 
overall and detailed look at an assembly system. 
TABLE 6 
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF "4M DATA - MOD II" (MTM 
ASSOCIATION, l.980) 
Factor 
subf actor 
Category 
Maximum 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmark 
Price on conf iquration 
Systems Capability 
Software 
User Friendly 
Data Field Flexible 
Reliability 
Database Structure 
Flexibility 
Translatable to other 
Software Packages 
Use by Different 
User Groups 
Analytical 
Capability 
Support 
Systems Eng. Support 
Education and Training 
14.3 
14.3 
7 
14.3 
o 
14.3 
7 
64.2 
Sub factor 
Maximum 
30 
0 
30 
64.2 
20 
50 
70 
Factor 
Maximum 
10.5 
3 2. l. 
10.5 
53.l 
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Comments and Intangibles: . 
Micro-Matic Methods and Measurement 11 4M" is a very 
flexib1e 1abor standard development and application system. 
In order to utilize "4M" for flow process charting however, 
a uniform coding system would need to be developed for each 
operational data group. This coding would violate several 
MMES procedures for using the 11 4M" system. The system is 
on a mainframe which is very expensive to the using depart-
ment. The system requires password identification and 
control but any LANTIRN data input could be changed by any 
individual with a "4M" password including individuals at 
different Martin Marietta Corporation divisions. 
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TABLE 7 
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF COMPUTER "MOST" (H. B. MAYNARD 
CO., 1975) CLONE (MMES, 1987). 
Factor 
Subf actor 
Category 
Maximum 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmark 
Price on conf iquration 
Systems Capability 
Software 
User Friendly 
Data Field Flexible 
Reliability 
Database Structure 
Fl.exibility 
Translatable to other 
Software Paqkages 
Use by Different 
User Groups 
Analytical 
Capability 
support 
systems Eng. support 
Education and Training 
Comments and Intangibles: 
7 
0 
l.4.3 
0 
0 
14.3 
0 
35.6 
Sub factor 
Maximum 
0 
50 
50 
35.6 
20 
70 
90 
Factor 
Maximum. 
17.5 
17.8 
13 . 5 
48.8 
Computer "MOST" is a labor standard development and 
application package. The system did not meet the flow 
process charting analytical capabilities of the system 
requirements. This system is shared by two Martin Marietta 
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Corporation divisions and application of flow process 
charting requirements would violate system procedures. 
TABLE 8 
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF "VP PLANNER" (STEPHENSON 
SOFTWARE INC., 1985). 
Factor 
sub factor 
Category 
Maximum 
Subf actor 
Maximum 
Factor 
Maximum 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmark 
Price on conf iquration 
Systems Capability 
Software 
User Friendly 
Data Field Flexible 
Reliability 
Database Structure 
Flexibility 
Trans1atable to other 
Software Packages 
Use by Different 
User Groups 
Analytical 
Capability 
Support 
Systems Eng. Support 
Education and Training 
Comments and Intangibles: 
14.3 
l.4.3 
l.4.3 
14.3 
14.3 
0 
14.3 
85.8 
50 
50 
100 
85.8 
30 
70 
100 
42.9 
42.9 
15 
92.9 
"VP Planner" met all of the flow process charting 
system requirements. The system was determined to be better 
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than Lotus 123 due to the multidimensional file capabili-
ties. However, Lotus 123 is the accepted spreadsheet used 
at MMES so that sharing the "VP Planner" f1ow process 
charting would be difficult. The main drawback to using 
both spreadsheet systems was the excessive computer 
processing time for a large database. 
TABLE 9 
SYSTEM EVALUATION OF "FLOW PROCESS CHART'ING" DBASE III+ 
(ASHTON-T.ATE, 1985) APPLICATION (MMES, 1987) .. 
Factor 
Subf actor 
Category 
Maximum 
Price/Performance 
Performance to benchmark 
Price on configuration 
Systems Capability 
Software 
User Friendly 
Data Field Flexible 
Reliability 
Database Structure 
Flexibility 
Translatable to other 
Software Packages 
Use by Different 
User Groups 
Analytical 
capability 
Support 
Systems Eng. support 
Education and Training 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
l.00.l 
Sub factor 
Maximum 
50 
50 
100 
100 
30 
70 
100 
Factor 
Maximum 
35 
50 
15 
100 
2.6 
comments and Intangibles: 
Since this application program had been specifically 
developed and designed to meet the flow process charting 
requirements there were no deficiencies noted. The system 
was is friendly, flexible and available throughout MMES. 
TABLE 10 
A SUMMARY OF THE SYSTEM EVALUATIONS. 
System Evaluated Model score Intangible rating 
"Flow Charting" 34.4 poor 
"Total Proj. Mgr." 56.5 poor 
11 IECOM11 34.3 poor 
0 4M Mod II" 53.l. good 
Computer "MOST" 48.8 poor 
"VP Planner" 92.9 very good 
"dBase III+" 
application 100 best 
The dBase III+ system appeared to be the best alterna-
tive inthat it was the most inexpensive, most versatile 
and met the dynamic systemic criteria/requirements. This 
recommendation was presented to management, which they 
accepted the proposal. 
THE FLOW PROCESS CHARTING DATABASE AND SYSTEM 
In order to understand the utilities associated with 
the databases structured output reports the database 
structure and accompanying data dictionary will be pre-
sented. The resource requirement variables will be defined 
along with their associated functions in the output reports. 
With this framework the six output reports that will 
presented along with their prospective uses. 
Database Structure 
The database structure is illustrated in Figure 2 and 
shows the database composition, data field names, data field 
types, field widths and numerical decimal settinqs. 
CURSOR <--> f t<S£RT DELETE Up .. f lcld: t 
Ch&r: • • Char: Ins Char: Del Down • f ietd: 
' Word: HOftlc Ind Fle ld! ... ,.. Ward: ~ Ixlt/S&vc: "".End 
P•n: ..... ..... Help: Fl Flcld: ""U Ahart: Esc 
Field ti.u.c TtJpc Width Dec Field f'(pe Tt;pc Yidth 
1 PARTHUND£R Character 13 9 occ ChAractcr s 
2 SEQ_tiO Hufl'lerlc .. 8 
3 ACT IV ITV CharActer 180 
"' 
SETUP Hu111ct' le 7 2 
s RUHTINE Hw.er ic 7 2 
6 LOTSIZE Hu•cric J e 
7 SYt1BOL Character 1 
8 SPl:C_HO Ch4ractcr 18 
NODlfV STRUCTUREf<C:>fHAVPOD Irie 1d: l/<J I I 
Figure 2. The flow process charting database structure. 
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Data Dictionary of Database Fields 
The nine different data fields used in the database 
are defined in the following data dictionary: 
Part Number or Assembly Number 
MMES identifies all materials and subassembly part 
numbers that go into manufactured assemblies with a 
unique thirteen character part number. An example of a 
part number and associated context follows: 
Part number 7778899999-000 
I Revision number 
Uni e assembl number 
Pro ect identifier 
Assembly Sequence Number or Process Step Number 
By varying sequence numbers different records are 
combined for the same part number. This variation 
completely describes all activity nodes and data fields for 
one part number and can also be thought of as a vector. 
Vector K will vary from sequence number 1 to sequence 
number N as there are no predetermined number of sequence 
numbers per part number. 
Activity Description 
A short written description is available for each 
step in the manufacturing process. An example 
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would be "cure part in oven" or "transport assembly to 
stockroom." 
Activity Symbology 
Flow process charting symbology refers to the symbols 
used to categorize activities into several distinct areas. 
Table l shows the difference between traditional process 
charting symbology and the dBase III+ system symbology. 
TABLE 10 
TRADITIONAL FLOW PROCESS CHARTING SYMBOLOGY AND THE 
DBASE III+ SYSTEM SYMBOLOGY. 
Traditional dBase III+ Definition 
symbol symbol 
-----------
-------
-----------
0 0 operation 
[) M movement/transport 
D I inspection 
D D delay 
v s storage 
not available T test 
not available p process activity 
Lot Size, Set-up and Run Time 
There are three data fields in each record that 
provide the information required for requirements planning. 
They are set up time, run time and lot size. 
Set up and run times are estimated activity durations 
in minutes. set-up activity times are associated with 
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portions of an activity that are one-time-only activities 
regardless of lot size and/or preparatory steps to run 
times. Run times are associated with the actual operation. 
Where set up would be turning a soldering iron on and 
allowing it reach steady state temperature, run time would 
be the tim.e when the soldering iron is used to solder 
components. Complimentary to--these fields are lot sizes. 
Lot sizes or batch sizes are the quantity of parts .to be 
assembled simultaneously. There are many criteria used in 
determining lot size, some of which are: production schedule 
requirements, man-power, tooling capacity, equipment 
capacity and workstation capacity. 
Operational Control Codes (OCC) 
ace codes are five-character descriptors. The first 
two characters represent a program or specific commodity 
shop. The last three characters represent either a 
specific machine, a drill press for example, or a work 
center location. For example, the ace code "AXFAS:" repre-
sents LANTIRN with the "AX" and the final assembly work 
center with the "FAS." The report is used to work load 
machines and/or work centers and will aide in station 
balancing, production control planning, equipment utiliza-
tion, capital planning and performance measurement. 
LANTIRN will also use bar-coded occ codes as routing 
tags for the automatic guided vehicle (AGV) and auto-
mated tote transport system (ATTS) material handling systems. 
3J. 
Specification codes 
All manufacturing process plans reference master 
manufacturing specifications through a system of manufac-
turing specification codes. 
Manufacturing specifications are written by process 
engineers and describe how each manufacturing process is to 
be accomplished. An exampl-9· o .f a process would be ink 
marking a part number. Each application would be - referenced 
by a different material and application specification. In 
order to identify part numbers and serializations, part 
numbers are required to be ink stamped. There are several 
specifications that prescribe how to and what materials 
to use. The different processes have different material 
costs, curing times, curing methods and environmental con-
straints. One ink would be used primarily in cold climates, 
one in warm climates, one for stamp color to background 
color, one for electrical properties, etc. 
Initial Entry into the System 
The dBase III+ data file is named NAVPOD.DBF and the 
flow charting system can be invoked at the dBase III+ dot 
prompt by "do menu.'' This enters the user into the 
main menu, Figure 13, where he/she is presented with two 
operational areas from which to choose. The first choice is 
data base record addition and editing and the second is 
an analysis and reporting system. 
-I 
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L A " T I R H " A V P 0 D D ~ T A B A S E M E H U 
El>IT DATA BASE I 
A. t'\dd 
B. Chansa 
c. Dalata 
J). Ra turn to Dhu;c 
-I GEllERATE REPORT 1----------
r. All Data tor a Part Hu..Lar 
F. Part Hwaber S~bol Sw..ar~ 
~. Spec. Ho. su .. ary Call p&rts> 
H. Occ Coda Suaw&ry <•11 p&rtE) 
I. Sy.hol Su..-ar~ (all parts) 
J. SCJMhol Su ... ary Cspcclf lc parts> 
-----------Enter Option CA - J X to f[ult> 
Figure 3. The main menu for the system. 
Database Maintenance Functions 
Data entry or record addition is menu driven and in-
voked by main menu choice A. The user is presented a blank 
record and he/she enters data into high lighted fields which 
show the maximum length of each field. Once entered the 
completed record is added to the bottom of the data base. 
The editing of existing records can be done through 
the main menu or through the dBase III+ "assist" mechanism. 
Editing of existing records is initiated by choosing main 
menu choice B. Deleting existing records is initiated by 
choosing main menu choice C. More advanced editing can be 
accomplished through the dBase III+ "assist" mechanism 
and can be initiated by main menu choice D. 
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Another advanta.ge to using dBase III+ is the abili.ty 
to transfer files into Lotus 123 or VP Planner. When this 
is accomplished mass editing can be done quick1y. For 
examp1,e, if a revision on part number 7778899999-000 
needs to be changed to 7778899999-001 the Lotus 123 format 
would easi1y change many records by use of the COPY 
function. 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND OUTPUT REPORTS 
The prim.ary system function is to provide an analyst 
with various output reports in order to support operations 
analysis activities. There are six structured output 
reports that can be called from the main menu. These 
reports are: 
1. A flow process chart report by part number or assembly 
2. An activity or symbol summary report for an assembly 
3. A specification report for all assemblies 
4. An ace code summary report for all assemblies 
5. A specific activity or symbol report for all assemblies 
6. A specific activity or symbol report for specific 
assemblies. 
An overview of the report systems logic is presented in 
order to show the relational database management system 
requirements and to better clarify the associated report 
flow charts. One important part of the system logic is 
the resource requirements calculations. The resource 
requirements equations are presented along with an 
associated graphical database interface. 
Report Logic Overview 
Database functional flowcharts are presented in 
Appendix A and the programtning code is shown in Appendix B. 
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As with all relational database management systems the 
flow process charting database utilizes a series of index 
files in order to generate reports. The four indices 
utilized to generate the flow process charting reports are 
named PART_NO.NDX, OCCC.NDX, · SPECN.NDX AND SYMB.NDX. 
PART_NO.NDX generates the specific part number reports 
and part number symbol summary reports; OCCC.NDX generates 
the occ code summary report; SPECN.NDX generates the 
specification code report and SYMB.NDX generates both of 
the activity or symbol summary reports. 
Successful searches and consequential reports are sent 
directly to the printer. When unsuccessful searches occur, 
a message is sent to the user to inform him/her that no data 
records match the search parameters. 
Resource Requirements Calculations and 
associated Database Graphical Interface 
Resource requirements calculated by five of the six 
output reports use three user-entered variables values. 
These variables are realization factor, monthly production 
demand and monthly resource availability. The variab1es 
e.nable an analyst to perform a dynamic resource requirement 
planning functions and what-if or sensitivity analyses for 
the designated resource. Associated calculations using 
database information can be considered in vector notation 
against a three dimensional graphical database. This graph-
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ical interface better allows one to understand the overall 
report and database system logic as well as illustrating 
flexibility required for future database applications. 
Resource Requirements Input Variable Definition 
For the analytical reports, there are three independent 
variables that an analyst must set. These are realization 
factor, the resource's hours per month availability and the 
monthly produ.ction demand on the system. The three variables 
are described and defined as follows: 
1. Realization factor: 
Realization factors are defined in Mil-Std-15467A as 
"a factor by which labor standards are multiplied when 
developing actual/projected man hour requirements" 
(Mil-Std-1567A 1983) and can be thought of as safety 
factors. Realization factors are not strictly the 
multiplicative inverse of shop performance (i.e., earned 
standards divided by total hours, but for most applications 
may be considered as such). 
MMES uses learning curves to set budgets and goals for 
projects. Manpower, tooling, support personnel and shop 
performance goals are some of the major uses for learning 
curves and in many cases learning curves are contract-
negotia ted. In fact, one of the major impacts of 
Mil-Std-1567A is the standardization of performance 
measuring techniques between different Department of Defense 
(DoD) contractors. 
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2. Monthly Resource Availability: 
Monthly resource availability for the flow process 
charting system is defined to be in hours per month 
that the resource is avai1able. Ma.npower is norma1ly 
thought of as 166 man-hours per month (2000 hours per year) . 
As multiple shifts are added or subtracted the available 
hours per month change accordingly. In fact, many other 
resources can be thought of in these terms and. be altered by 
different shift schedules. The following shows how some of 
these resource·s can be thought of and planned for: 
l. shift - 1 tool = 1 man - 1 work station 
= 166 hours per month 
2 shifts - l tool = 2 men = 1 work station 
~ 332 hours per month 
3 shifts - 1 tool = 3 men = 1 wqrk station 
;:; 498 hours per month 
3. Monthly Production Demand: 
The third variate available with the system is monthly 
production demand. 
Resource Requirements Vector Equations and 
Graphical D~tabase Interface 
The resource requ.irem,ents equations can be considered 
in three dimensional vector notation. This wi11 aide 
description of report logic and provide a systematic 
interface to additional analytical systems for future 
systematic enhancements. 
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The three primary sort data fields used by the database 
to generate reports are the individual data fields, the 
sequence numbers and the part numbers. As such the database 
can be considered three dimensional as shown in Figure 4 
on the following page. 
The vector definitions are: 
Data field i = 1 •.• a ••• p 
Part number j = l • • • b ••• q 
Sequence number k = l ••• c ••• r 
and X · represent the information contained in data i, JI k 
field i, for part number j and sequence number k. 
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For resource variables let: 
A = realization factor 
B = resource availability in hours per month 
c = production demand or schedule 
For each operation the resource requirements equation 
follows the required MMES requirements equation (MMES 
Estimating Guidebook 1985) and is: 
"(set-up time)/ (lot size) + (unit run time) = time per unit"-
or 
= time per unit for part number j and 
sequence number k. 
The overall resource requirements equation becomes: 
hours units man-mo. realization 
x x x = 
unit month hours factor 
AXBXCX 
LL X7 I j, k 
where the summations over j and k will be dependent on the 
specified report requested. 
Admittedly, this equation is a simplified version of a 
formal requirements equation. However, since this equation 
is the only recognized equation by MMES, it must be 
utilized for this application. 
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output Reports 
Examples of the six different output reports and uses 
for them are presented in the following pages. 
Symbol or Activity Reports 
Symbol or activity reports request the system to search 
the database for specific symbols against all part numbers, 
option I, or specific part numbers, option J. The selection 
provides the user a report query screen where the user 
enters a symbol for which to search, specific part numbers 
if appropriate, realization factor, resource avail-
able and monthly production rate. 
With this report one could find out the number of 
delays, transports, operations, inspections, etc. This 
would allow management to set goals such as reductions in 
labor standards, delays and transportation steps. The output 
could also be a measurement of efficiency. For example, a 
manufacturing shop that has 23% of the steps as transport 
steps would not be as efficient as one that has 10%. The 
output could be used to generate target assemblies for 
methods improvements. For example, the number of operations 
or time duration of the operations could be used as a datum 
point against which other symbols could be measured similar 
to partial productivity measurements (Sink 1985). There are 
~any different combinations of activities and associated 
data points where this approach could be utilized, some of 
which are: 
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The number of inspections for a part number 
The number of all activities for a part number 
or 
x 100% 
The cumulative inspection time for a part number 
The cumulative time for all part number activities 
or 
x 100% 
The number of inspections for a part number 
The cumulative number of database inspections 
x 100% 
A methods engineer could use the outputs for methods 
improvements such as: 
1. A high number of transports could indicate a poor 
layout and provide insight into the number of 
material handling fixtures, vehicles, queueing 
requirements and expetitor requirements. 
2. The operations report could be used in line 
balancing, equipment/tooling requirements 
(Oliver 1978), man-power planning and space 
planning. 
3. Using the inspection output, one could determine 
the number of inspectors required, relative 
efficiency of placement in the layout, number of 
inspection steps compared to other activities and 
the inspection equipment required. 
4. A test symbol report could indicate the test equip-
ment required, test manpower required, tooling 
requirements. 
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5. The number of delay symbols would be used for 
possible improvements for resequencing or resched-
u1 ing the assembly. 
6. Process operations could provide insight into the 
value engineering arena by suggesting different 
\ 
materials to be used, also process equipment 
requirements and utilization could be determined 
{Mundel 1985, Mullee 1971). 
Examples of these reports are demonstrated in Figures 5 
and 6. 
SYMBOL SUMMARY FOR SYMBOL • T 
(over apecitic part number•) 
09/l3/J7 
REALIZATION FACTOR - 3.0 
HOURS PER MONTH - 332 
MONTHLY RATE - JO 
NO. 
PARTNUMBER OCCUR 
777666666-11.l. l 
777668888-001. 0 
777669999-001. 3 
777665555-002 2 
TOTALS - 8 
LOT 
S'IZE 
1. 
0 
1 
]. 
CUM I CUM I 
SETUP I RUNTIME I 
1 I 
I 1 
480.001 l.800.001 
I I 
0 I 0 I 
t I 
300.001 1380.001 
I I 
30.001 i10.001 
I I 
81.0.00 3350.00 
PROCESS I MONTHLY 
TIME I REQMNTS 
l 
t 
2280.001 io~·30 
I 
0 I o.oo 
I 
1680.001 7.59 
l 
200.001 0.90 
I 
iU60.00 1.8.79 
Figure 5. An example of a typical activity or symbol 
summary report for specific part numbers. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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SUMMARY FOR SYMBOL • O 
09/23/31 
REALIZATION FACTOR - 2.0 
HOURS PER MONTH - 166 
MONTHLY RATE - 1J 
NO. I LOT CUM CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY 
PARTNUMBER OCCUR I SIZE SETUP RUNTIME I T.IME ) REQMNTS 
I I f 
I I I 
777661111-001 4 I l 31.44 40.631 12.011 0.18 
I I I 
777662222-001 l.8 I l 185.00 239.961 42.(.961 1.10 
I I I 
77766J3JJ-003 6 I l 57.00 119.0ll 176.031 0.45 
I I I 
777664'4·"4-002 15 l 1 102.00 185.'81 287.•'8 ( 0.75 
I I l 
777665555-002 2• I l 101.001 293.92l 39-'.921 l..OJ I . I I l 
777667777-777 6 I 1 73.00f 73.601 1'6.601 0.38 
I I I 
' 777668888-001 6 I 1 33.001 8.211 •U.21.f 0.10 I I I 1 
777669999-001 10 I 1 75.001 121.531 196.531 o.51 
I I I t 
TOTALS • lll 709.'44 1688.00 2397.4'4' 6.25 
Figure 6. An example of a typical activity or symbol 
report for a11 database part nwnbers. 
Part Number Symbol Summary Report 
Part number symbol summary reports provide a synopsis 
of all symbols or activities for a specified part number and 
is invoked by entering option F from the main menu. An 
input screen prompts the user for a specific part number. 
Once entered, the program searches the data base for all 
records with the desired part number and gathers data 
for each symbol. For each symbol or type of activity a 
cumulative set-up time, cumulative run time and the number 
of symbol occurrences is presented in this report. 
With this report the total makespan for the 
part can be determined and associated short- and long-range 
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planning be accomplished (Dervitsiotis 1981). The summary 
could also be used to measure aggregate percentages such as 
the pseudo partial productivity measurements mentioned 
earlier. An example of this report is shown Figure 7. 
t 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SUMMARY FOR PARTNUHBER 777661111-001 
09/23/37 
CUM I CUM NO. PROCESS SETUP I RUNTIME OCCUR 
I 
I 
MANUAL OPERATIONS 
- 0 31.441 40.63 4 
I 
INSPECTIONS • I o.oo 17.53 3 
TESTS 
- T 19.00 210.28 2 
MOVES • M o.oo 10.00 5 
STORAGES • S ll.00 .71. 00 7 
DELAYS • D 0 0 0 
PROCESS OPERATIONS • P o.oo 70.00 1 
TOTALS • 61.44 •19.44 22 
Figure 7. An example of a typical part number symbol 
summary report. 
Part Number Summary Report 
A part number summary report provides a traditional 
look at the process flows. The report is called by 
selecting main menu selection E. The user enters a specific 
part number and the program searches the data base for all 
records matching the part number and presents all part 
number information in ascending sequence order. The user 
also has the option of batch choosing part numbers. He/She 
can choose from one to ten part numbers or choose "all" and 
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print the entire data base. The upper limit of ten was 
chosen for the particular applic:ation at MMES but could 
easily be changed being in the dBase III+ format. 
The "flow process chart provides an analyst the means 
to better understand and improve the manufacturing process" 
(Apple 1977) • An example of this report is shown in 
Figure a. 
PART MBER 
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PART tll"8ER DATA 1tEPORT 
DEVELDPED BY 
REV t.£va-::::----
IE APPROVAL. 
----...~--------------~,----
SEQ ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIOH SYfl SETUP 
w THIE 
RUtt LOT BP£ClfICATlot1 
TIME SIZE M~ 
.. n76&t111-001 
777661111-001 0 TEST THE SYSTE!I D o.oo o.oo l 
7776 61111-00 l 10 KIT PMTS s o.oo £0.00 1 
m6&1111-001 20 nDVE KIT TO W~TATICM 
" 
o.oo 2.00 1 
777661111-001 lO QUEUE KIT AT THE WORKSTATJDN s 0.00 o.oo l 
n1661111-001 40 PLACE ASSY INTO ASSY flltuaE 0 l~.00 19.0D l SPECMR1234-l 
n1661111-001 £0 QUALITY TD INSPECT 0,00 4.77 l INSPECTSPECl234 
777'61111-001 62 N2 L£AK TEST W/ QC VlTMESS T 4.00 2!1.28 1 TESTSPEC1234 
777661111-001 70 INK STAKP 0 11.00 7.70 l SPECMR12l4-l 
n1"1111-001 71 INK C~.E p o.oo 70.00 1 6PECNR~~5-l 
777661111-001 80 QUALITY TD PERFORM PRE-TEST I o.oo 4.U l 1WSPECTSPEC12l4 
INSPECTION 
77 7"' l 111-00 l 82 PLACE CCA INTO HANDLING 0 4.00 10.60 1 
CONTAINER 
m&&tt11-001 90 HOYE TO TEST QUEUE 
" 
o.oo 2.00 l 
n7661111-001 92 FUHCTJOHAL TEST QUEUE s o.oo o.oo 1 
n766t t u-001 100 MDVE TD ESS QUEUE K o.~ 2.00 l 
occ 
CCDE 
AAlll 
MQC 
AAUI 
AAUI 
AAIU 
AAQC 
AAIXl 
Figure 8. An example of a typical part number summ.ary 
report. 
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Specification Code Reports 
The dBase III+ program can search for and process data 
from part numbers that reference manufacturing specif !ca-
tions. The specification report, main menu option G, 
prompts a user to enter a particular specification number, 
realization factor, resource availability and monthly 
production demand. An example of a specification report is 
demonstrated in Figure 9. 
SUMMARY FOR SPEC. HO. • IHSPEC'l'SPECl234 
09./2'l/l7 
RBALJ:ZATION FACTOR • 3.0 
HOURS PER MONTH • 180 
MONTHLY RATE • 20 
NO. I LOT COM I COM I PROCESS I MONTHLY 
PARTNUMBER OCCUR I SIZE SETUP I RUNTIME I TIME l REQMlrrS 
I I I I 
I I I I 
777661111-001 3 I l o. 00.1 17.53( 17.531 0.09 
I I I 
777662222-001 8 I l o.oo 62.991 62.991 0.34 
I I I 
777664444-002 g I l o.oo 120.001 l.20.001 0.66 
I I l 
777665555-002 6 1 l o.oo 48. 441 48 •. u I 0.26 
I I l 
777666666-111 20 I l 0.00 222.591 222.591 1.23 
I I I 
777667777-777 2 I l o.oo .c.0.001 40.001 0.22 1. I · I 
777669999-001 8 I 1 0.001 107.721 107. 721 ·• .. 0.59 
I I I I 
TOT~ • 56 o.oo 61.9.27 61.9.27 3. 44 
Figure 9. An example of a typical specification code 
report. 
Four uses for specification code reports would be: 
i. If a specification code changes, what happens to 
oven capacity, manpower requirements or space 
requirements? 
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2. To determine what type of equipment is required. 
Many specifications require specific equipment and any 
changes in processes might affect current resources 
(Dervitsiotis 1981.) • 
3. Certain specifications reference safety and environ-
mental requirements. The report could be used in 
tradeof f studies by showing the impact for providing 
requ.ired facility changes. 
4. Identif icati·on of similar operations could be used 
for application of standardized labor standards. For 
example, a specification for ink marking with type 
XYZ ink is specified. Then for each assembly requiring 
type XYZ ink, a previously developed labor standard can 
be applied correctly to all affected assemblies .• 
currently, MMES labor standards are applied individ-
ually for each assembly. 
Operation Control Code Reports 
Operational control code "CCC" reports, main menu 
selection H, request the system to search the database 
ace code fields in an attempt to match user entered an occ 
code. Each time a match is found, the system identifies 
the record, gathers data and calculates monthly require-
ments. The monthly requirements are calculated from the 
data gathered and user variable input data (i.e., realiza-
tion factor, resource availability and monthly production 
demand). 
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The report is used to work load machines and/or work 
centers and will aide in station balancing, production 
contro1 planning, equipment utilization, capital planning 
and performance measurement (Evans 1984, Gaither 1980). An 
example of this report is presented in Figure 10. 
SUMMARY FOR OCC CODE • AAQC 
09/23/37 
REALIZATION FACTOR - 2.9 
HOURS PER MONTH - 166 
MONTHLY RATE - 25 
NO. 
PARTNUMBER OCCUR 
777661 .111-001 3 
777662222-001 3 
777666666-11.1 19 
777669999-001 8 
TOTALS - 33 
LOT CUM I CUM I 
SIZE SETUP 
' 
RUNT:IME I 
1 I 
I I 
l. 0.001 17.531 
I I 
l. 0.001 20.111 
I I 
l 0.001 213.631 
J I 
l. 0.001 107.721 
I I 
o.oo 358.99 
PROCESS I MONTHLY 
TIME I REQMNTS 
I 
I 
17.SJJ 0.12 
I 
20.111 0.14 
I 
213.631 1.55 
I 
l.07.721 0.78 
I 
358.99 2.61 
Figure 10. An example of a typical OCC code report. 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
A primary advantage of the dBase III+ fl.ow process 
charting system is the ability to perform sensitivity 
analysis for resource re.quirement planning. There are 
many options available for sensitivity analysis using 
the database. Five of these options will be discussed. 
The opti.ons are : 
i. variation of realization factors 
2. variation of resource availability 
J. variation of production demand 
4. variation of realization factors, resource avail-
ability and production demand 
s. variation of data fields (i.e., lot size, set-up 
and run times). 
Sensitivity Analysis w!th Re!lization Factors 
Realization or safety factors are used t ,o multiply 
the operational tim.es in order to compensate for various 
circumstances that effect production rate. For instance, 
a manager or planner can use this factor to plan requirements 
along a LC. The flow process charting system allows the 
planner to vary the LC value and observe changes that 
result, i.e., perform a sensitivity ana1ysis along the 
learning curve planning horizon. An example of this type of 
sensitivity analysis using realization factors would be: 
51. 
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Suppose that a manager would 1ik,e to know what 
manpower he/she should plan given a realization factor of 
1.8. He/She does not believe whole-heartedly in this figure 
and would like to vary the realization factor in order to 
see what costs m.iqht be encountered. If the realization 
factor is varied from 1.6 to 2.0 there are different costs 
involved versus the oriqina.l if plan of l.. a is followed. 
There are three cases that can be derived. 
Case 1. the ·realiz,ation factor is too high, i.e., the 
plan calls for more manpower than that required. 
Case 2. the realizati,on factor is correct and manpower 
level is correct. 
Case 3. the realization factor is too low and additional 
manpower resources must be made up with overtime. 
With this data from the flow process system, the 
manage.r construct a spreadsheet such as Figure 11. 
Given: monthly demand of 24 units per month, 166 man-hours 
per month, 300 hours per unit of labor standards and 
the realization factors shown below. 
Factor 
1.60 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
Man-power 
Reqmt•s 
69.40 
73. 73 
78.07 
82.41 
86. 75 
Cost if Realiz. Factor 
Plan of 1.8 is met (man-hr) 
letting l..8 R.F.= 78 M.P. 
1428.00 Note: 
708.00 
-1-2.00 
1098. ,00 
2178.00 
excess hours 
excess hours 
excess hours 
req. overtime 
req. overtime 
. Figure 11. Sensitivity Analysis using the dBase III+ flow 
process charting system output for man-power 
planning by varying realization factors. 
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Sensitivity Analysis with Resource Availability 
Sensitivity analysis with resource availability 
provides an ana.lyst a good opportunity to observe and plan 
for instances when resources change. These changes could 
be either material, tooling, equipment, facility or 
personnel related. Specific examples could include: 
1. a specific material shortage 
2. one of two tools breaks 
3. projected· utility outages 
4. how many people can go on vacation simultaneously. 
Currently MMES compensates for many these variations by 
planning excessive overtime and "on-call" duty. This 
application should allow more effect scheduling for critical 
processes. 
Another important change to this variate could be a 
projected overtime percentage. Although probably not the 
best planning MMES always budgets and usually plans for 
overtime. Regardless, varying this value adds another 
dimension to a manager's/planner's ability to pe.rform 
sensitivity analysis. A very obvious reason for using 
variabl.e monthly requirements would be t.o maintain a con-
stant or smooth manpower level. The planner might plan for 
10% overti.me so that the 166 hours per man month becomes 
182.6 hours per man month. 
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sensitivity Analysis with Production Demand 
The third variate available with the system is produc-
tion schedule. In general, MMES has a difficult time 
meeting a smooth production schedule. There are many reasons 
for this including many engineering changes, poor manufac-
turing control, material problems, being a low volume 
purchaser, sluggish responsiveness to problems due to a 
large bureaucracy and many other reasons. Again, the flow 
process system allows another avenue for sensitivity anal-
ysis.. For example, suppose that during the early stages of 
production, the schedule requires 0.5 units per month for a 
period of 4 months. A manager might want to know what will 
happen to available resources if actual output is 0.2, 0.4, 
0 .. 1 and 1.3 units per -month respectively? The system would 
allow the manager to plan accordingly. One decision might 
be when to buy tooling and equipment or when to hire people 
and at what point do demand changes become critical and/or 
a break even point is reached. 
Sensitivity Analysis with Three Input Variables 
Each of the sensitivity analyses mentioned above 
relates to only one variable being changed at a time and 
reduces the sensitivity analysis to a linear equation. A 
more realistic alternative available would be to vary 
several variables simultaneously in order to determine the 
better plan. These three variables, realization factor, 
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hours per month available and production demand, could each 
be varied simultaneously with the system. 
A simple three variate sensitivity analysis resource 
plan would again yield three cases. 
Case 1. An optimistic view, i.e., the realization 
factor is better than the plan by -lot, the hours 
available per man month would be reduced +10% and 
the production demand would be reduced -10%. 
Case 2. A planned view, i.e., the realization factor, 
hours per man month available and the production 
demand do not vary from the original plan. 
Case 3. A pessimistic view, i.e., the realization 
factor worse than the plan by +10%, the hours 
per month available are increased by 10% and 
the production demand would be increased by +10%. 
An example of this type of sensitivity analysis is 
presented in Figure 12. 
Sensitivity Analysis with the Database Fields 
Another aspect for using sensitivity analysis is the 
ability to easily change the three data fields i.e., set-up 
time, run time and lot size, in order to perform sensitivity 
analysis. 
One actual use for this was a decision made to change 
lot sizes on some circuit card assemblies (CCAs). The 
assemblies required cure times in an oven. The oven could 
hold 16 different CCA assemblies. By purchasing a fixture 
If the labor standard are 
percent change 
realiz. factor 
man-hrs per 
prod. demand 
m.an-power 
r ,equired 
mo. 
-10% 
1.80 
l.49.4 
21.6 
78.07 
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300 man-hour,s per unit: 
+0% +10% 
2.0 2.2 
166.0 182.6 
24.0 26.4 
86.75 95.42 
Fi,qur,e 12. An example of three variate sensitivity analysis 
using the Flow Process Chart.ing System. output. 
that could hold 40 CCAs .simultaneously, the lot size 
increases and the overall through-put i .ncreases. The 
alternative would hav,e been to purchase an additional 
oven. 
FUTURE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS 
Being programmed in dBase III+ allows users to easily 
modify the database as requirements change. Several 
additional data field entries that could be added are: 
1. Personal, Fatigue and Delay allowances for each 
operation in an assembly. Currently, MMES uses an 
equivalent allowance for all MMES assemblies and equal 
allowances for the three subcategories. Mil-Std-1567A 
requires that each assembly have statistically determined 
allowances for each subcategory. once procedures are 
formalized to this effect, the additional data fields are 
planned to be entered. 
2. The flow process charting dBase III+ system does not 
provide a comprehensive list of output reports. There 
are many project management and operations research pack-
ages available that could use the database information 
for specialized purposes. An example of this flexibility 
was the example cited earlier using Lotus 123 to mass update 
data fields. This flexibility was one of the primary 
decision factors in the selection of the dBase III+ 
format. 
3. In that dBase III+ is a widely distributed system at 
MMES other programs other than LANTIRN will benefit from 
the system's development since Mil-Std-1567A will become 
part of most future contracts. 
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4. For each assembly, specific manufacturing performance 
will be calculated and reported. An extensive mainframe 
1abor reporting system has been developed for Mil-Std-1567A 
requirements. This system is not user-interactive to 
prevent tampering with government-required reports. Much 
data from these reports could be used in the flow process 
charting system. For example, each part will develop 
specific performance measurements and changes. By storing 
these, possibly in another database, regression and/or 
statistical analyses could be performed on a planning 
horizon or against planned performance criteria. 
5. As mentioned earlier, MMES part numbers are subdivided 
into several character strings. One could use the system 
as an historical database as part number revisions occur. 
This information could be used to answer questions 
pertaining to different makespans for the same basic part 
number. 
6. The activity types or symbology will be subdivided 
again as different systems would fall under the same symbol. 
For example, the transport symbo1 will be broken down into 
at least three categories representing manual, AGV and ATTS 
movements (Chapanis 1959). The automated material handling 
equipment data may prove valuable in justifications for 
similar equipment used on future programs . . 
7. MMES part numbers are each identified according to 
project. Another more interesting identification would 
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be coding or classifying assemblies by type very similar 
to current group technology ,codi.ng schemes. such schemes 
typically break down an assembly into many components 
including classification by material type and/or geometric 
type. such coding could be used to generate reports for 
determining the number of parts milled on a certain machine 
or identify all similarly shaped components. Using this 
analysis one could perform similar analysis to that used 
with occ code reports only with greater detail. 
Additionally, in that these codes are typically usable by 
numerically controlled machines a more advanced factory 
could be planned. 
·a. A follow on enhancement would be the ability to bring 
cost data into the programming. By using actual cost data 
over many facets of the program (i.e., material, material 
handling equipment, tooling, overhead, manpower, etc.) 
A manager would have the ability to make better overall 
cost effective decisions. For example, should a manager 
only consider increasing manpower the incremental costs 
for tooling, facili.ties and overhead might be affected. 
8. Another enhancement might be the ability to tra,ck 
learning against different part numbers, work centers 
or similarly coded assemblies., This would allow a manager 
to concentrate efforts a improving possible empl,oyee morale 
problems, unclear working instructions or poor assembly 
methods. Additionally, by expanding the use of flow 
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process charts, support personnel such as quality control, 
production control and manufacturing supervision will 
better understand the overall scope of a total manufacturing 
system. 
CONCLUSION 
The development and use of this dBase III+ program has 
expanded the versatility of traditional flow process 
methodology. Although there are many computerized flow 
charting systems commercial°ly available, none were found 
that provided the analytical utility that the dBase III+ 
system does. The dBase III+ application system has been 
successfully used in initial requirements planning for the 
LANTIRN production facility and will provide future analyti-
cal .support as the program matures. 
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APP~NDIX A 
FLOW CHARTS FOR THE FLOW PROCESS CHARTING SYSTEM 
tnithte 
S-.5tt"' with 
nEKU.PRG 
FLOM PROCESS r--©' CHAHTIHG ftAI" 1 
nElU 
U.S f' I nf ftY. Pf"f 
Dlt tKE Dl\HMS!; 
1. Al>D A RECORD 
2. DELETE A IECOHD 
3. CHA"GE A RECORD 
4. USE THE DBASE Ill 
·ASSIStur fOR 
EPlttl"G 
GUUJtatE lllOUS: 
l. ALL DAlA FOR A PAIT KUftBEl 
2. PAR1 llUftBEJl SYllBOL sunnARY REPORT 
3. SPEClfJCAtlOH CODE REJ'DIT CALL ASSErrBLlES> 
4. occ CODE sunn~RY REPORT CALL ASSErfBLlES> 
5. $Yt110L sunnAKY REPORt <ALL ASSEftBLl[S) 
'· SYftBOL sunnARY REPORT <SPECL~!~nBllES> 
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HI I IECOID: 
1HE USER EHTEJIS 
oatA o" A fORnAttEO 
UtPUt SCREEH 
u.s e ~ ADD.PR~ 
tHE DATABASE IS 
SE"1tCHES EXlStl"G 
RECORDS 
YES 
MO 
THE J>A~TABASE It US IS 
y~gr~ f tLESa 
svne. "D)( PART HO.MOX 
occr. ttl')( 
SPECH.ttDX 
ARE UPORT£D 
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awg • llCOilt 
USER I KPUts f HE 
~SSt.IUILV MUnBER 
AND SEQUENCE NJ!.. 
uu: UP.PRG 
tHE DRtAHSE U 
SEARCH El f OR 
tKE JlECQRD 
THE RECORD IS 
PRESEMTE» to 
THE USER 
tH£ USER 
CKAJIGES THE 
DAU 
HUii A llCOIJh 
USER IMPUtS ttlE 
ASSE?llLY KUnBER 
Hl> S[QUEKCE KR. 
uu: DEL.PRG 
tME DAUf>ASE 1$ 
SEAllCHED f QR 
tHE IECORO 
tK[ RE(ORD l S 
PRESEMTED ro 
THE USER 
THE DAU 
RECORD IS 
DtLEtEI> 
U51 M 18'\Sl 
-aSSlSUKr"'t 
FOR OlttlHG OR 
(UStOnl?EI> 
REPORl GEMERAIIOH 
USf': 
P'QRT .PRG 
..... , .... 
s~l 
s~ 
us~: 
su .... PltG 
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usH• nters: 
seuc1' ca~ ti ens 
And rir~ou.rc:• 
tt'i'&l N>..,n t ~ 
¥4.l'tAblu 
., 
occ ceu 
l'O~rC 
TM 11nr laf•rM• 
or ••t· so•ucla 
ti.. .,. .. ro &N 
t'~neNh4 
"ecUlc&Uo. 
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APPENDIX B 
DBASE III+ CODING FOR THE FLOW PROCSSS CHARTING SYSTEM 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 
* FLOW PROCESS CHARTJ:NG PROGRAM 
* COPYRIGHT (C) 1987 MARTIN MARIETTA ELECTRONIC 
* SYSTEMS DIVISION, MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., USA . 
• 
* DEVELOPED BY MARTIN MARIETTA ELECTRONIC 
* SYSTEMS INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING DEPT. 
* FEB. 1987 • 
• 
* 
* DBASE III PLUS 
* COPYRIGHT (C) 1985, 1986. 
* ASHTON-TATE. 
* 
********************************************** 
SET ECHO OFF 
SET ESCAPE ON 
SET TALK OFF 
USE NAVPOOl INDEX PART_NO,OCCC,SPECN,SYMB 
DO WHILE .T. 
CLEAR 
SET STATUS OFF 
* THIS IS A COMMENT 
SET COLOR TO G 
l1 1,9 TO J,69 
@ 4,l TO 23,77 DOUBLE 
@ B,J TO 19,30 
@ B,5 SAY SPACE(l6) 
P 7,4 TO 9,21 DOUBLE 
@ 6,JJ TO 21,75 
@6, 35 SAY SPACE(l.7) 
@ 5,J4 TO 7,52 DOUBLE 
SH COLOR TO GR 
@ 2,11 SAY "LANT IR N NA V PO D DAT AB AS E 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@ 8,6 SAY "EDIT DATA BASE" 
@ 6,36 SAY "GENERATE REPORT" 
SET COLOR TO W 
@ ll,9 SAY "A. Add" 
@ lJ,9 SAY "B. Change" 
@ 15,9 SAY "C. Delete" 
@ l.7,9 SAY "D. Return to Dba6e" 
@ 9,J8 SAY "E. All OatA tor A Part Number" 
@ 11, JS SA'l "F. PArt Number Symbol sununary" 
@ lJ,lB SAY "G. Spec. No. Sullllnary (all parts)" 
{l 15,38 SAY "H. occ Code sununary (all parts)" 
{l 17,38 SAY "I. SYlUbol summary (all parts)" 
p 19,30 SAY "J. Symbol Summary (specific parts)" 
STORE I I TO OPTION 
SET COLOR TO BG 
{l 23,20 SAY ' Enter Option (A - J , X to quit) 
{l 2J,54 GET OPTION PICTURE '!' 
READ 
SET S ATUS ON 
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ME N U'1 
DO CASE 
CASE OPTION - 'X 1 
CLEAR 
CL01SE DATABASES 
QUIT 
CASE OPTION - 'A' 
DO ADDO 
CASE OPTION - 'B' 
DO UP 
CASE OPTION - 'C' 
DO DEL 
CASE OPTION • •o• 
CLEAR 
SET COLOR T 10 G 
SET ESCAPE ON 
SET TALK ON 
RETURN 
CASE OPI'ION - 'E' 
DO PART 
CASE OPTION - 'F' 
DO SUMM 
CASE OPTION • 'G' 
00 SPEC 
CASE OPTION • 'H' 
oo ace 
CASE OPTION • 'I' 
00 SYM 
CASE OPTION - 'J' 
DO SP 
OTHERWISE 
?CHR(7) 
ENOCASE 
END DO 
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 
* FLOW PROCESS CHARTING PROGRAM 
* COPYRIGHT (C) l.987 KART'IN MARIETTA ELECTRONIC 
* SYSTEMS, MARTIN MARIETTA CORP • 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. type a:del.prq 
CLEAR 
SET DELETED ON' 
STORE .F. TO DELETED 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@J,7 TO 20,60 
@3,24 SAY SPACE(l9) 
@2,24 TO 4,42 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@J,26 SAY 'DELETE A RECORD' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@6,ll SAY 'PART NUMBER ' 
~6,43 SAY 'SEQ. NO. 
DO WHILE .T. 
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STORE SPACE(lJ) TO MPARTNUM 
STORE 0 TO MSEQ NO 
SET COLOR TO R -
@l,20 SAY 'Press <ENTER> to return to MENU' 
@6, .26 GET MPARTNUM PICTURE 1 111l1 ! l t ! l l l 1 1 
READ 
@l,20 SAY SPACE(Jl) 
IF MPARTNUM <> SPACE(l3) 
FIND "MPARTNUM 
IF .NOT. EOF () 
@6,52 GET MSEQ NO PICTURE '@B 9999 1 
READ -
LOCATE FOR SEQ NO • HSEQ_NO .ANO. PARTNUMBER • MPARTNUM 
IF .NOT. EOF(f 
DO WHILE PARTNUMBER -MPARTNUM .ANO. SEQ_NO • MSEQ_NO 
SET COLOR TO G 
@8,13 SAY 'ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: 
@10,lJ SAY 'SYMBOL:' 
@12,ll SAY 'SETUP TIME: 
@12,37 SAY 'RUN TIME: 
@14,lJ SAY 'LOTSIZE: 
@16,lJ SAY 'SPEC. NO.: 
@18,lJ SAY 'OCC CODE: 
@B,J5 GET ACTIVITY 
@10,22 GET SYMBOL 
@12,25 GET SETUP 
@12,47 GET RUNTIME 
@l4,2J GET LOTSIZE 
@16,24 GET SPEC NO 
@18;23 GET OCC -
SET COLOR TO BG 
@20,12 SAY 'Is this the record you wi&h to delete? (Y/N)' 
WAIT SPACE(l2) TO ANSWER 
@21,12 SAY SPACE(2) 
CLEAR GETS 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@20,10 TO 20,55 
IF ANSWER $'Yy' 
DELETE 
STORE .T. TO DELETED 
EXIT 
ELSE 
SKIP 
ENDIF 
END DO 
@6,52 SAY SPACE(4) 
@0,ll SAY SPACE(67) 
@9,ll SAY SPACE(67) 
SET COLOR TO GR 
END DO 
• modi comm a:occ.prg 
• TYPE A:OCC.PRG 
CLEAR 
SET ORDER TO 2 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@6,l.5 TO 18,54 
@6,26 SAY SPACE(l8) 
@5,25 TO 7,44 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@6 I 2 7 S .AY • occ COD£ SUMMARY. 
SET COLOR TO G 
@10,22 SAY •occ CODE:' 
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@12,22 SAY 'REALIZATION FACTOR:' 
@14,22 SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH:' 
@16,22 SAY 'MONTHLY RATE:' 
SET COLOR TO R 
@l,l.8 SAY '(use ll x 8 1/2 paper ~or> 1 page)• 
DO WHILE .T. 
@J,20 SAY •Press <ENTER> to return to MENU' 
STORE SPACE(5) TO MCODE 
STORE 0 TO MFAC"l'OR,MHOURS,MRATE 
@l.O,l2 GET MCOOE PI:CTURE 'lllll' 
READ 
@l,18 SAY SPACE(l5) 
@J,20 SAY SPACE(Jl) 
IF MCODE <> SPACE(5) 
FIND l.MCOOE 
IF .NOT. EOF () 
@12,42 GET MFACTOR PICTURE '@B 99.9' RANGE 1,50 
@14,39 GET KHOURS PICTURE '@B 999 1 
@16,36 GET MRATE PICTURE '@B 999 1 
READ 
@3,22 SAY 'PRrNTING ••••• PLEASE WAIT' 
SET CONSOLE OFF 
STORE l TO PAGE 
STORE O TO TOTOCC,TOTTIME,TOTREQ,TOTSET,TOTRUN 
SET PRINT ON 
?? CHR(27) + "C" + CHR(5l.) 
SET PRINT OFF 
@O,O 
SET DEVICE TO PRINT 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR occ CODE - •+occ 
@J,29 SAY DATE() 
@6,l SAY 'REALIZATION FACTOR - ' 
@6,22 SAY MFACTOR 
@7,1 SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH - ' 
@7,19 SAY MHOURS 
@8,l SAY 'MONTHLY RATE - I 
@B,16 SAY MRATE 
@l.0, l SAY I I I NO. I LOT I 
(.ll.O,JJ SAY I CUM I CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY I. 
@l.l, l SA.Y' 'I PARTNUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I 
@11, )J SAY I SETUP RUNTIME I 'l'IME I REQMNTS I I 
fll2, .l SAY • l _________ I t I I 
@12,J3 SAY '----- ______ II ' 
T,O,TRUN-TOTRUN+MRUNTIKE 
R-R+l 
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@R, l SAY 'I '+SPACE(l5)+' I 1 +SPACE(7),+' I ''+SPACE(6)+' I '+SPACE(S)+' I 
@R,52 SAY SPACE(9)+'1 '+SPACE(9)+•1• 
R-R+l 
@R,l SAY 'I' 
@R,J SAY MPARTNUM 
@RI 1 7 SAY I I I 
@R,12 SAY MSUM 
@RI 2 5 SAY I I I 
@R,20 SAY HLOTSIZE 
@R, J 2 SAY ' I • 
@R,28 SAY MSETUP 
@R,41. SAY '1 I 
@R, 38 S.AY KRUNTIME 
@R, 51 SAY • Ii • 
@R,48 SAY HTIME 
@R,61 SAY 'I' 
@R, 61 SAY MREQ PICTURE I 99,9999. 99. 
@R,71 SAY 'I' 
IF R > 43 
EJECT 
P:AGE•PAGE+l 
@::L,60 SAY 'PAGE: 1 +STR(PA.GE,2) 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR occ CODE - •+occ 
@J, .J,o SAY DATE() 
@5,l. SAY 1 I I NO. I LOT I I 
@5,JJ SAY I CUM I CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY I' 
@6,l SAY 'I PAR'I'NUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I 
@6,3] SAY I SETUP RUNTIME I TIME I REQMNTS I I 
@7,1 SAY 'l _________ I l ___ 'I' 
@7,Jl SAY '----- ------ ______ I' 
S'rORE 8 TO R 
ENDIP 
END DO 
R.-R+l. 
@R, ::l SAY ' '-----....,...---- ----- ----@R, 52 SAY '----- _____ I' 
R-R+l 
@R,5 SAY 1 'l'OTALS -• 
@R,12 SAY TOTOCC 
@R,28 SA~ TOTSET 
@R,38 SAY TOTRUN 
@R,48 SAY TO'rl'IME 
@R,60 SAY 'l'OTREQ PICTURE 1 9999999.99' 
EJECT 
SET PRINT O,FF 
SET DEVICE TO SCREEN 
@il2,42 SAY SPACE(S) 
@l.4,J9 SAY SPACE(5) 
@l.6,36 SAY SPACE(S) 
ELSE 
---- -----' I 
@20,7 SAY •occ CODE NOT IN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY l<E'l TO CONTINUE. I 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21,7 SAY SPACE(2) 
@20,7 SAY SPACE(60) 
E.NDIF 
ELSE 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
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SET COLOR TO R 
@l,18 SAY '(use 11 x 8 l/2 paper for> l page)' 
DO WHXLE .T. 
@3,20 SAY 'Preas <ENTER> to return to MENU' 
STORE SPACE(5} TO KCODE 
STORE 0 TO MFACTOR,MHOURS,MRATE 
@10, :r2 GET MCOD1E PICTURE • 1 t 1 1 l • 
READ 
@1,l.8 SAY SPACE(35) 
@3,20 SAY SPACE(3l.) 
IF MCODE <> SPACE(S) 
FI.ND 'MCODE 
IF .NOT .. EOF() 
@12,42 GST MFACTOR PICTURE '@B 99.9' RANGE l,SO 
@14. , 39 GET MHOURS PI:CTURE I @B 999 I 
@16,36 GET MRATE PI:CTURE '@B 999 1 
READ 
@l, 22 SAY I PR:INTI:NG ••••• PLEASE WAl'.T' 
SET CONSOLE OFF 
STORE l. TO PAGE 
STORE O TO TOTOCC,TOTT1'.ME1:TOTREQ,TOTSET,TOTRUN 
SET l>RXNT' ON 
11 CHR(27) + •c• + CHR(51) 
SET PRINT OFF 
@0,0 
SET DEVJ:CE TO PRINT 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR occ CODE - •+ace 
@3,29 SAY DATE() 
@6, l. SAY 1 REALIZATION FACTOiR - ' ' 
@6,22 SA.Y MFACTOR 
@7,l. SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH • ' 
@7,l.9 SAY MHOURS 
@8,l. SAY 'MONTHLY RATE • ' 
@8,l.6 SAY MRATE 
@l.O, l. SAY • I I NO. I LOT I 
@101 , 33 SAY I CUM I CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY I. 
@l.l.,l. SAY 'I PARTNUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I 
@l.l.,33 SAY I SETUP RUNTIME' TIME I REQMNTS I' 
@12,l. SAY • 1 _________ 1 I I' 
@12,33 SAY •----- ------ ----~- --~-~-f 1 STORE 12 TO R 
00 WHILE OCC • KCODE 
STORE PARTNUMBER TO KPARTNUM 
STORE LOTSJ:ZE TO MLOTS:IZE 
STORE O TO KSUM,MSETUP,MRUNT:IME,HT:IME,MREQ 
00 WHILE PARTNUMBER - MPARTNUM .. . AND. OCC -
MSUM-MSUM-t- l. 
MSETUP-MSETUP+SETUP 
MRUNTIME-MRUNTIME+RUNTIME 
SKIP 
ENDOO 
MTIME-MSETUP+(MLOTSIZE*MRUNTIME) 
MREQ-MRATE•MTIME•MFACTOR*(l/60)*(1/KHOURS) 
TOTOCC-TOTOCC+MSUM 
TOTTIME~TOTTIME+MTIME 
TOTREQ-TOTREQ+MREQ 
TOTSET-TOTSET+MSETUP 
HCOOE 
READ 
@l,lB SAY SPACE(35) 
~J,15 SAY SPACE(45) 
IF MSYMBOL <> SPACE ( 1) 
FIND "MSYMBOL 
IF .NO,T. EOI"() 
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@12, 4 2 GET MFACTO'R P 'ICTURE • @B 99. 9, I 
@14, 39 GET MHOURS PICTURE '@B 999 • 
@16,l6 GET· MRAT·E PICTURE '@B 999' 
READ 
@J,22 SAY •PRINTING ••••• PLEASE WAIT' 
STORE 1 TO PAGE 
STORE 0 TO TOTOCC,TOTTIME,TOTREQ,TOTSET,TOTRUN 
SET CONSOLE OFF 
SET _ PRINT ON 
7?CHR( .2:7) + "C" + CHR(51) 
SET PRINT OFF 
@O,O 
SET DE;VICE TO PRINT 
@l,20 SAY 'SYMBOL SUMMARY FOR SYMBOL • '+MSYMBOL 
@2,20 SAY '(over speci~ic part nuinbers)' 
@l, 29 SAY DATE() 
@6,1 SAY 'REALIZATION FACTOR • ' 
@,6,22 SAY MFACTOR 
@7,1 SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH• ' 
{17,l.9 SAY MHOURS 
@8,1 SAY 'MONTHLY RATE - ' 
{18,l.6 SAY MR.ATE 
@ l 0 I J. SA y ' ~ I NO • I LOT I , 
@10, 33 SAY ' CUM I CUM I PROCESS 1f MONTHLY I ' 
@11,i SAY '1 PARTNUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I 1 
@11,Jl SAY' SETUP RUNTIME l TIME f REQMNTS I' 
@12,l. SAY 'l ____ ___,,__.. ___ I l _____ ll_' ____ I' 
@l2,J3 SAY • 
STORE 1.2 TO ~R----
00 WHILE NUM > 0 
IF NUM < 10 
STORE ST'R(NUM, 1) TO CNT 
ELSE 
STORE STR(NUM,2) TO CNT 
END IF 
FIND "KSYMBOL 
LOCATE FOR SYMBOL • MSYMBOL .ANO. PARTNUMBER • K&CNT 
S'TORE K&CNT TO KPARTNUM 
S'TORE LOTSIZE TO MLOTSIZE 
STORE 0 TO MSUM,MSETUP,MRUNTI:ME,HTIME,MREQ 
DO WHILE SYMBOL - MSYMBOL .AND. PARTNUMBER - MPARTNUM 
MSUM-MSUM+.l 
MSETUP-MS E.TUP+SETUP 
HRUNTIME-MRUNTIME+RUNTIME 
SKIP 
END DO 
HTIME-MSETUP+(MLOTSIZE*MRUNTIME} 
MREQ-MRATE*MTIME*MFACTOR* ( 1/ ,60) • ( l/HHOURS) 
TOTOCC-TOTOCC+MSUM 
TOTTIHE-TOTTIKE+MTIME 
TOTREQmTOTREQ+MREQ 
TOTSET•TOTSET+MSETUP 
TOTRUN-TOTRUN+MRUNTIME 
R-R+l 
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@R, 1. SAY 'l '+SPACE(15)+' I '+SPACE(7)+' I •+SPACE(6)+' I •+SPACE(8)+' I 
@R,52 SAY SPACE(9)' +' I '+SPACE(9 ,)+' I• 
R-R+l. 
@R,l SA.Y 'I' 
@R,J SAY KPARTNUM 
@R,l7 SAY 'I' 
@R,1.2 SAY KStJM 
@R, 25 SAY • I 
@R,20 SAY MLOTSIZ~. 
@R, 32 SAY • ,I I 
@R,28 SAY MSETUP 
@R,41. SAY ' 11 1 
@R,38 SAY MRUNTIME 
@R , 5,1 SAY I I • 
@R,48 SAY MTIME 
@R, 61 SAY • I I 
@R, 61. SAY MREQ PICTURE I 9 '99999. 99. 
@R,71 SAY., I 
IF R > 43 
PAGE•PAGE+l. 
@l., 6,o SAY 'PAGE: '+STR(PAGE, 2) 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMA.RY FOR SYMBOL• '+MSYMBOL 
@J, JO SAY DAT.E () 
@ 5 , 1 SA y I I I NO. I LOT I I 
@5, JJ SAY ' CUM I CUM J PROCESS I MONTHLY l 1 
@6, l SAY 'I PARTNUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I 
@6,33 SAY 'SETUP RUNTIME I TIME t REQMNTS I' 
@7
9
1. SAY 'l _________ I \ ___ 1' 
@7,33 SAY '----- ------ ______ t' 
STORE 8 TO R 
END IF 
NUM•NUM-1 
END DO 
STORE GOOF '1'0 NUM 
R•R+l. 
@R,l SAY I I I' 
@R,52 SAY I I' 
R•R+l. 
@R,5 SAY 'TOTALS -• 
@R,12 SAY TOTOCC 
@R, .28 SAY TO,TSET 
@R,38 SAY TOTRUN 
@R, .ce SAY TO,TTIME 
@R, 60 SAY TOTREQ PI:CTURE I 9999,99 '9. 99 I 
EJECT 
SET PRINT OFF 
SET DEVXCE TO SCREEN 
@i2,42 SAY SPACE(5) 
@l.4, J9 SAY SPACE(5) 
@16,J6 SAY SPACE(5) 
ELSE 
@2 0, 8 SAY 'SYMBOL NOT IN 'THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE· 1 
'WAIT SPA,CE ( 6) 
@21,5 SAY SPACE(S) 
@20,8 SAY SPACE(60) 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
RETURN 
£,NOIF 
ENO DO 
• type a:spec.pr9 
CLEAR 
SET' ORDER TO 3 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@6,15 TO 18,54 
@6,20 SAY SPACE(JO) 
@5,19 TO 7,50 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
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@6, 2 .1 SAY 'SPECIFJ:CATION NUMBER SUMMARY' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@10,19 SAY 'SPEC. NO.:' 
@12,19 SAY 'REALIZATrO.N FACTOR: 1 
@14 I 1.9 SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH:. 
~16,19 SAY 'MONTHLY RATE:' 
SET COLOR TO R 
@l,16 SAY '(use 'ii x 8 1/2 paper for> l ~~ge)• 
DO WHILE .T. 
@3,'20 SAY 'Presa <ENTER> to .i:eturn to MENU' 
STORE SPACE ( l..8) TO MSPEC 
STORE 0 1 TO MF'ACTOR, MHOURS, MRATE 
@l.O,lO GET MSPEC PICTURE 1 1lllllllllllll1111' 
READ 
@l.,18 SAY SPACE(JS) 
@J,20 SAY SPACE(31) 
IF MSPEC <> SPACE(l.8) 
FIND "HSPEC 
IF • NOT. EOF () 
@12, l9 GET MFACTOR PICTURE' 1 @B 99. 9' RANGE' l, 50 
@l.4,36 GET MHOURS PICTURE '@B 999 1 
@16,3J GET MR.ATE PICTURE 1 (18 9 '99 1 
READ 
@J,22 SAY 1 PRI:NTJ:NG ••••• PLEASE WAJ:T 1 
SET CONSOLE OF.F 
STORE l TO PAGE 
STORE 0 TO TOTOCC,TOTTIME,TOTREQ,TOTSET,TOTRUN 
SET PRINT ON 
?? CHR(27) + "C" + CHR(51) 
SET PRINT OFF 
@o,a 
SET DEVICE TO PRINT 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR SPEC. NO. • 
@J, 29 SAY DATE() 
(16,l SAY •REALIZATION FACTOR 
@6,22 SAY MFACTOR 
@7 , l. SAY 1 HOURS PER MON'TH • ' 
@7,19 SAY MHOURS 
l!B,l SAY 'MONTHLY RATE - ' 
~8,16 SAY MRATE 
'+SPEC_NO 
@ l 0 , l SA y I I I NO. I LOT I 
~ 10, '.) 3 SAY I CUM I CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY I • 
@11, 1 SAY ' I PARTNUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I, 
@11, Jl SAY I SETUP RUNTIME !I TIME I RE 1QMNTS I 1 
@12,l SAY 't ________ I 'l I'' 
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@12,Jl SAY. '----- --~--­STORE l2 TO R 
DO WlULE SPEC NO • MSPEC 
STORE PARTNUMBER TO MPARTNUM 
STORE LOTSIZE TO MLOTSIZE 
_____ ,. 
STORE 0 TO .MSUH,MSETUP,MRUNTIME,MTIME,MREQ 
DO WHI.LE PARTNUMBER • MPARTNUM .AND. SPEC NO - MSPEC 
MSUM-MSUM+ l -
MSETUP-MSETUP+SETUP 
MRUNTIME•MRUNTIME+RUNTIME 
SKIP 
EN ODO 
MTIME-MSETUP+(MLOTSIZE*MRUNTIME) 
MREO•MRATE*MTIME*MFACTOR*(l/60)*(1/MHOURS) 
TOTOCC-TOTOCC+MSUM· 
TOTTIME-TOTTIME+MTIME 
TOTREQ-TOTREQ+MREQ 
TOTSET-TOTSET+MSETUP 
TOTRUN-TOTRUN+MRUNTIME 
R-R+l 
@R,1 SAY., '+SPACE(l5)+'1 '+SPACE(7)+' I '+SPACE(6)+'1 1 +SPACE(8)+'1 I 
@R,52 SAY SPACE(9)+'1'+SPACE(9)+'1' 
R-R+l 
@R, l. SAY I I I 
@R,J SAY MPARTNUH 
@R,l.7 SAY 'I' 
@R,l.2 SAY MSUM 
@R,25 SAY 'I 
@R,20 SAY MLOTSIZE 
@R,32 SAY 'I' 
@R,28 SAY MSETUP 
@R,41 SAY 'I' 
@R,JB SAY KRUNTIME 
@RI 5 l. SA y • I • 
@R,48 SAY MTIME 
@RI 6 J. SA y • I • 
@R,6l. SAY MREQ PICTURE 1 999999.99' 
@R,7l. SAY 'I' 
IF R > 43 
EJECT 
PAGE-PAGE+1 
@1,60 SAY 'PAG.E: '+STR(PAGE,2) 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR SPEC. NO. - '+SPEC_NO 
@3,30 SAY DATE() 
@ 5 I 1 SA y • I I NO • I LOT I • 
@5,33 SAY •CUM I CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY I' 
@6,l. SAY 'I PARTNUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I 
@6,33 SAY' SETUP RUNTIME I TIME I REQMNTS I' 
@7,l. SAY 'l _________ I l I' 
@7,lJ SAY '----- ______ I' 
STORE 8 TO R 
ENDIF 
END DO 
R-R+l 
@R,l SAY 'I ________ _ 
@R,52 SAY ·-~------ _______ I I 
R-R+l 
@R,5 SAY 'TOTALS-• 
@R,12 SAY TOTOCC 
@R,28 SAY TOTSET 
______ I' 
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@12,Jl SAY ' I• 
STORE 12 TO R 
DO WHILE SPEC NO - MSPEC 
STORE PARTNUMBER TO MPARTNUM 
STORE LOTSIZE TO MLOTSIZE 
STORE 0 TO MSUM,MSETUP,MRUNTIME,MTIME,MREQ 
DO WHILE PARTNUMBER - MPARTNUM .ANO. SPEC NO - MSPEC 
MSUM-MSUM+l . -
MSETUP-MSETUP+SETUP 
MRUNTIME-MRUNTIME+RUNTIME 
SKIP 
ENDOO 
MTIME-MSETUP+(MLOTSIZE*MRUNTIME) 
MREQ•MRATE*MTIME*MFACTOR*(l/60)*(1/MHOURS) 
TOTOCC-TOTOCC+MSUM 
TOTTIME-TOTTIME+MTIME 
TOTREO-TOTREQ+MREQ · 
TOTSET-TOTSET+KSETUP 
TOTRUN-TOTRUN+MRUNTIME 
R-R+.l 
@R,l SAY 'I '+SPACE(l5)+' I '+SPACE(7)+' I '+SPACE(6)+' J 1 +SPACE(8)+' I' 
@R,52 SAY SPACE{9)+'f '+SPACE(9)+' I' 
R-R+.l 
@ R I ]. SA y • I • 
@R,J SAY MPARTNUM 
@RI l. 7 SAY • I • 
@R,12 SAY MSUM 
@R, 25 SAY 'I 
@R,20 SAY MLOTSIZE 
@R,J2 SAY 'I 1 
@R,28 SAY MSETUP 
@R, 41 SAY • I ' 
@R,38 SAY MRUNTIME 
@R, 51. SAY • I • 
@R,48 SAY MTIME 
@R, 6 l. SAY ' I ' 
@R,6.l SAY MREQ PICTURE 1 999999.99' 
@R' 7 ]. SA y ' I • 
IF R > 43 
EJECT 
PAGE-PAGE+l. 
@l,60 SAY 'PAGE: '+STR(PAGE,2) 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR SPEC. NO. • 1 +SPEC_NO 
@ l 1 3 0 SAY DATE ( ) 
@5 , 1 SAY I I I NO. I LOT I 
{15,JJ SAY' CUM I CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY I' 
@6, 1 SAY 'I PARTNUMBER I OCCUR I SIZE I . 
@6,33 SAY ' SETUP RUNTIME I TIME I REQMNTS I' 
@7 I ]. SA y • '-------,----' I ___ I • 
@7,JJ SAY '-~--- -~~~~- -~-------1' STORE 8 TO R 
END IF 
END DO 
R-=R+l 
@R, 1 SAY ' '-------,-----@R, 52 SAY '~------~ ______ I' 
R•R+l 
@R, 5 SAY I TOTALS - • 
PR,12 SAY TOTOCC 
@R,28 SAY TOTSET 
_____ I' 
@R,l8 SAY TOTRUN 
@R, 4 8 SAY "l'OTTI.KE, 
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@R,60 SAY TOTREQ PrCTURE 1 9999999.99' 
EJECT 
SET PRINT OFF 
SET DEVrCE TO SCREEN 
~:J 1 22 SAY SPACE ( 30) ' 
@12,J9 SAY SPACE(4) 
@14,36 SAY SPACE(4) 
@l. '6, 33 SAY SPACE ( 4) 
ELSE 
@20,7 SAY 'SPEC. NO. NOT IN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE. 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21.,7 SAY SPACE(5) 
@20,7 SAY SPACE{60) 
END IF 
ELSE 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDOO 
• type a:part.prg 
CLEAR 
SET ORDER TO 1 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@8,16 TO 14,55 
@8,l.B SAY SPACE(36) 
@7,l.8 TO 9,53 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@8,20 SAY 1 PR:INT ALL DATA FOR A PART NUMBER' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@11.,22 SAY 'PART NUMBER:' 
SET COLOR TO R 
@ 1,25 SAY '(use l.l x a l./2 paper)' 
00 WlULE .T. 
@3,20 SAY 'Preas <ENTER> to return to MENU' 
@l.7,l.9 SAY 'Type ALL to print entire dAta bAse• 
STORE SPACE(ll) TO MPARTNUM 
@l.l. , J.5 GET MPAR.TNUM PICTURE • 11JI111I11JI! 1 
READ 
@l.,25 SAY SPACE(23) 
@3,20 SAY SPACE(ll.) 
@17,19 say space(JS) 
IF' MPARTNUM <> SPACE(l.3) 
it mpartnum <> 'ALL' 
Fl:ND ~MPARTNUM 
'.IF • NOT. EOF () 
@J,21. SAY 'PRINTING ••••• PLEASE WArT' 
SET CONSOLE OFF 
SET PRINT ON 
?'? CHR (27) + ''C '" + CHR ( 51) 
SET PRINT OFF 
REPORT FORM PART'_N10 FOR PARTNUMBER • HPARTNUM TO PRINT 
EJECT 
SET DEV.ICE 'T01 SCREEN 
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EI-5E 
@20,5 SAY 'PART NO. NOT IN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE' 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21,5 SAY SPACE(5) 
@20,5 SAY SPACE(60) 
"ENDIF 
aloe @l,21 say 'PRINTING ••••• PLEASE WAIT' 
set console ott 
set print on 
7? chr(27) + "C" + chr(Sl) 
set print ott 
report torm part_no for partnumber < mpartnum to print 
eject 
set device to screen 
endif 
ELSE 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
EN ODO 
• type a:eym.prq 
CLEAR 
SET ORDER TO 4 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@6,15 TO 18,54 
@6,26 SAY SPACE(l7) 
@5,26 TO 7,43 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@6,29 SAY 'SYMBOL SUMMARY' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@10,22 SAY 'SYMBOL:' 
@12,22 SAY 'REALIZATION FACTOR:' 
@14,22 SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH:' 
@16, 22 SAY 'MONTHLY RATE:' 
SET COLOR TO R 
@1,18 SAY '(use 11 x 8 1/2 paper tor> 1paqe) 1 
DO WHILE .T. 
@J,20 SAY 'Press <ENTER> to return to MENU' 
STORE SPACE(l.) TO MSYMBOL 
STORE 0 TO MFACTOR,HHOURS,MRATE 
@10, JO GET MSYMBOL PICTURE 1 J' 
READ 
@1,18 SAY SPACE(JS) 
@J,20 SAY SPACE(3l) 
IF MSYMBOL <> SP.ACE(l) 
FIND &MSYMBOL 
IF .NOT. EOF() 
@12,42 GET MFACTOR PICTURE '@B 99.9' RANGE 1,50 
@14,39 GET MHOURS PICTURE '@B 999' 
@16,36 GET MRATE PICTURE '@B 999' 
READ 
@J,22 SAY 'PRINTING ..•.• PLEASE WAIT' 
SET CONSOLE OFF 
STORE 1 TO PAGE 
STORE 0 TO TOTOCC,TOTTIME,TOTREQ,TOTSET,TOTRUN 
SET PRINT ON 
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ll2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR SYMBOL - '+SYMBOL 
@3 r J 0 SAY DATE () 
{! 5 r l SAY t I I NO. I LOT f 1 
@5,JJ SAY 'CUM I CUM I PROCESS I MONTHLY l' 
@6,1 SAY 'I PARTNUMBER I OCCUR 1 srzE 1 • 
@6,33 SAY' SETUP RUNTIME I TIME I REQMNTS l' 
@7,1 SAY 'l ________ I f I' 
@7,J3 SAY'----- ______ I' 
STORE 8 TO R 
ENDIF 
END DO 
R-R+l 
@R r l. SAY ' '--------- -----@R, 52 SAY '-----~- ______ I' 
R-R+l 
llR,5 SAY 'TOTALS -• 
@R,12 SAY TOTOCC 
@R,28 SAY TOTSET 
@R,38 SAY TOTRUN 
@R,48 SAY TOTTIHE 
@R,60 SAY TOTREQ PICTURE 1 9999999.99 1 
EJECT 
SET PRINT OFF 
SET DEVICE TO SCREEN 
@12,42 SAY SPACE(S) 
@14,39 SAY SPACE(S) 
@16,36 SAY SPACE(S) 
ELSE 
_____ ,. 
@20,8 SAY 'SYMBOL NOT l:N THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.' 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21,8 SAY SPACE(2) 
@20,8 SAY SPACE(60) 
END IF 
ELSE 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
END DO 
• type a:sp.prq 
00 WHILE .T. 
CLEAR 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@6,10 TO 14,61 
@6,26 SAY SPACE(18) 
@5,26 TO 7,43 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BC 
@6,28 SAY 'SYMBOL SUMMARY' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@10 1 12 SAY 'HOW MANY PART NUMBERS DO YOU WANT TO SEARCH?' 
@ll,35 SAY '(range isl to 36)' 
SET COLOR TO R 
@J,20 SAY 'Presa <ENTER> to return to MENU' 
STORE 0 TO NUH 
@ 10,58 GET NUM PICTURE '@B 99' 
READ 
@J,20 SAY SPACE(45) 
IF NUM <> 0 
STORE NUM TO GOOF 
STORE 0 TO ROUNDS 
IF NUM <37 
CLEAR 
DO WHILE .T. 
ROUN OS-ROUNDS+ .1 
STORE 1. TO R 
STORE 7 TO C 
SE,T ' COLO>R TO G 
00 WHILE NUM > 0 
R-R+l. 
IF R • 20 
STORE 2 TO R 
STORE 38 TO C 
ENDJ:F 
IF NUK < 10 
STORE STR.(NUM, l) TO CNT 
ELSE 
STORE .STR(NUM,2) TO CNT 
ENDIF 
IF ROUNDS • l. 
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@R,C SAY 'PART NUMBER &CNT •' 
STORE SPACE(l.3) TO M&CNT 
END IF 
DO WHILE .T. 
@R,C+l.6 GET M'CNT 
READ 
GOTO TOP 
LOCATE FOR PARTNUMBER - M&CNT 
IF .NOT.EOF() 
EX:IT 
EL.5E 
SET COWR TO R 
@20,9 SAY 'PART NO. NOT IN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE. 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21 1 5 SAY SPACE(l.0) 
@20 1 9 SAY SPACE(60) 
SET COLOR TO G 
ENDJ:F 
ENDDO 
NtJM - NUH - l. 
END DO 
SE'T COLOR TO BG 
@20,l.9 SAY •:rs this correct? (Y/N)' 
WAIT SPACE(6) TO ANSWER 
@20,0 CLEAR 
IF ANSWER $'yY 1 
EXIT' 
ELSE 
STORE G,OOF 'l'O NUM 
END IF 
END DO 
STORE GOOF TO NUM 
DO SP2 
CLEAR 
ELSE 
'P20,10 SAY 'NUMBER .IS OUT OF RANGE. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE• 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21,8 SAY SPACE(2) 
@20,8 SAY SPACE(60) 
END IF 
ELSE 
RETURN 
EKDrF 
END DO 
. type a:addd.prg 
CLEAR 
STORE • . F. TO ADOE,0 
S~ COIA>R TO GR 
@J,7 TO 20,60 
@J,26 SAY SPACE(16) 
@2,26 TO 4,41 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@J,28 SAY 'ADO A RECORD' 
SET COLOR TO G 
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@6 ,. l .l SAY 1 PART NUMBER• 
@6,4J. SAY 'SEQ NO' 
@8,l.J SAY 'ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION' 
@10,lJ SAY 'SYMBOL' 
@12,13 SAY 'SETUP TIME' 
@l.2 ,. J7 SAY 1 RUN ·TIME' 
@1.4, l.J SAY ''LOT SIZ,E' 
@l.6,13 SAY 'SPEC. NO.' 
@l.8,13 SAY •occ CODE' 
DO WHILE .T. 
STORE SP.ACE(lJ) TO KPARTNUM 
SET COLOR TO R 
@1,20 SAY 'Press <ENT'ER> to return to MENU' 
@6 , 2 6 GE,T MPARTNUM PICTURE 1 ! ! l l ! I ! 1 1 ! ! l ! 1 
READ 
IF KPARTNUK <> SPACE(l.l) 
STORE .T. TO ADDED 
1@1, 20 SAY SPACE(SO) 
APPEND BLANX 
REPLACE PAR'rNUMBER WITH MPARTNUM 
@6,50 GET SEQ NO 
@8,35 GET ACTIVITY 
@10,21 GET SYMBOL 
@12,25 GET Sr.r"UP 
@12,47 GET RUNTIME 
@U, 23 GET LOTSIZE 
@16,24 GET SPEC NO 
@18,23 GET OCC -
READ 
{16, 501 SAY SPACE ( 5,) 
@8,35 SAY SPACE(47) 
@9,35 SAY SPACE(47) 
SET COLOR. TO GR 
{18,60 TO 9,60 
@10,21 SAY SPACE(25) 
@12,25 SAY SPACE(8) 
@12,47 SAY SPACE(8) 
@14,23 SAY SPACE(S) 
@16,24 SAY SPACE(l8) 
@18,23 SAY SPACE(S) 
ELSE 
IF ADDED 
CLEAR 
SET COLOR TO G 
1@ a , 2 O TO 12 • 4 7 DOUBLE 
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SET COLOR TO GR 
@ 10 ,. 2 l SAY 'DATABASE, BEING UPDATED• 
RE INDEX 
ENDIF' 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
END DO 
• type a:aumm.prq 
CLEAR 
SET ORDER TO l. 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@8,16 TO 14,56 
@B,22 SAY SPACE(28) 
@7,21 TO 9,49 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
f 8, 2 J SAY 'SUMMARY FOR A PART NUMBER •1 
SET COU>R TO G 
@11,22 SAY 'PART NUMBER:' 
SET COLOR TO R 
DO WHJ:LE .T. 
@J, .20 SAY 'Presa <ENTER> to return to MENU• 
STORE SPACE ( l.J) TO KPARTNUM· 
@ l l , 3 5 GET KP ARTNUH PICTURE ' l 1 1 1 1 1 J I 1 1 I l l ' 
READ 
@J, 2 0 SAY SPACE ( ,J 1) 
:CF MPARTNUH <> SP.ACE(ll) 
@3,S SAY SPACE(80) 
FIND flKPARTNUM 
:IF .HOT. EOF () 
@3, 21. SAY 1 PRJ:N'l'ING ••••• , • PLEASE WAIT' 
STORE O TO OSETUP.ISETUP,TSETUP,MSETUP,SSETUP,OSETUP,PSETUP 
STORE OTO ORUNTIME,:IRUNTIME,TRUNTIME,MRUNTIME,SRUNTIME,DRUNTIME 
STORE 0 TO OSUM,J:SUM,TSUM,MSUM,SSUM,OSUM,PSUM 
STORE 0 TO SETSUM,RUNSUM,SUMSUH 
STORE 5 TO R 
SET CONSOLE OFF 
SET DEVICE TO PRINT 
@2,20 SA'Y 'SUMMARY FOR PARTNUMBER '+HPAR.TNUM 
@J, 30 SAY DATE() 
DO WHILE PARTNtJMBER - MPARTNUM 
:IF SYMBOL <> ' 1 
DO CASE 
CASE SYMBOL •'O' 
OSETOP - OSETUP+SETUP· 
ORUNTIME - ORUNTIME'+RUNTIME 
OSUM - OSUM+l. 
CASE SYMBOL -':I' 
ISETUP ,_ ISETUP+SETUP 
IRUNTIME - IRUNTIME+RUNTIME 
ISUM - ISUM+l 
CASE_ SYMBOL - • TI 
TSETUP - TSETUP+SETUP 
TRUNTIME - TRUNTIKE+RUHTIME 
TSUM - TSUM+l 
CASE SYMBOL •'M' 
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MSETUP - HSETUP+SETUP 
MRUNTIHE - MRUNTIME+RUNTIHE 
MSUM - MSUM+1 
CASE SYMBOL -•s• 
SSETUP - SSETUP+SETUP 
SRUNTIME - SRtJNTIME+RUNT:IME 
SSUM - SSUM+l 
CASE SYMBOL _... 0 I 
DSETUP • DSETOP+SETUP 
DRUNTIME - DRUNTIME+RUNTIME 
DSUM - DSUM+l 
CASE SYMBOL -'P' 
PSETUP - P'SETUP+SETUP 
PRUNTIME • PRUNTIME+RUNTIME 
PSUM • PSUM+ l 
OTHERWISE, 
?CHR(7) 
R•R+l. 
1@R, 5 SAY MPARTNUM+' SEQ. NO. '-+-STR (SEQ_ NO, 4) + 1 CONTAI.NS AN UNKNOWN 
ENOCASE 
ELSE 
R•R+1 
@R,5 SAY KPARTNUM+' SEQ. NO. '+STR(SEQ_N0,4)+' CONTAINS A BLANK 
END IF 
SKIP 
END DO 
R-R+3 
@R,5 SAY 'I 
R•R+.l 
@R, S SAY ' ' PROCESS 
R•R+·l 
@R, 5 SAY • I R•R+.l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
@R, 5 SAY • I 
R-R+l 
@R, 5 SAY ' I KANtJAL OPERATIONS - 0 I ' 
@R,29 SAY OSETUP 
@R,42 SAY 'I I 
@R,JB SAY ORUNTIME 
@R, 52 SAY • I I +STR(OSUM, J) 
@R,60 SAY 'I' 
R-R+l 
CUM CUM NO. 
SETUP RUNTIME I OCCUR 
I 
I • 
I • 
I • 
.I' 
{IR, 5 SAY I I I I 
R•R+.l 
@R, 5 SAY 'I INSPECTIONS - I I t 
@R, 29 S.AY I:SETUP 
@R, 42 SAY 'I 
@R,JB SAY !RUNTIME 
@R, 52 SAY ' I ' +STR( ISUM, :J) 
@R,60 SAY 'I' 
R-R+1 
@R' 5 SAY I 'I I ,, 
R•R+1 
@R, 5 SA y • I T 'ESTS - T I l 
@R., 29' SAY TSETUP 
@R,42 SAY 'I 
ENDIF 
END DO 
• type a:up.prq 
CLEAR 
STORE .F. TO UPDATED 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@J,7 TO 20,60 
@3,24 SAY SPACE(19) 
@2,24 TO 4,42 OOUBL 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@J,26 SAY 'CHANGE A RECORD' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@6,lJ SAY 'PART NUMBER' 
@6,43 SAY 'SEQ. NO. 
DO WHILE .T. 
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STORE SPACE(lJ) TO MPARTNUM 
STORE 0 TO MSEQ NO 
SET CO:u:>R TO R -
@1,20 SAY 'Press <ENTER> to return to MENU' 
@6,26 GET MPARTNUM PXCTURE '1111111111111' 
READ 
IF MPARTNUM <> SPACE(lJ) 
@l,20 SAY SPACE(Jl) 
FIND ~MPARTNUM 
IF .NOT. EOF() 
@6,52 GET MSEQ NO PICTURE '@B 9999 1 
READ -
LOCATE FOR SEQ NO - MSEQ_NO .ANO. PARTNUMBER - MPARTNUM 
IF .NOT. EOF() 
DO WHILE P.ARTNUMBER - MPARTNUM .AND. SEQ_NO • MSEQ_NO 
SET COLOR TO G 
@e, ·13 SAY 'ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: 1 
@10,13 SAY 'SYMBOL:' 
@12,13 SAY 'SETUP TIME: 1 
@12,37 SAY 'RUN TIME: I 
@14,lJ SAY 1 LOTSIZE: ' 
@16,lJ SAY 'SPEC. NO.: 1 
@18,13 SAY •occ CODE: • 
@6,26 GET PARTNUMBER 
.@6 1 52 GET SEQ_NO 
@8,35 GET ACTIVITY 
@10,22 GET SYMBOL 
@12,25 GET SETUP 
@12,47 GET RUNTIME 
@14,23 GET LOTSXZE 
@16,24 GET SPEC NO 
@18,23 GET OCC -
SET COLOR TO BG 
@20,12 SAY 'Ia this the record you wish to update? (Y/N)' 
WAIT SPACE(l2) TO ANSWER 
@21,10 SAY SPACE(5) 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@20,10 TO 20,57 
IF ANSWER $ 'Yy' 
READ 
STORE .T. TO UPDATED 
EXIT 
ELSE 
CLEAR GETS 
SKIP 
ENDIF 
END DO 
@8,13 SAY SPACE(67) 
@9,lJ SAY SPACE(67) 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@8,60 TO 9,60 
'@l0,13 SAY 6PACE(45) 
@12#13 SAY SPACE(-15) 
@J.4, , l.J SAY SPACE ( 5) 
@l. 6, 1 .. J SAY SPACE ( 5) 
@18,13 SAY.SPACE(45) 
ELSE 
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@20,ll SAY 'SEQ. NO. NOT IN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KEY.' 
WAIT SPACE(5) 
@21,11 SAY SPACE(2) 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@20,11 TO 20,57 
@6,26 SAY SPACE(lJ) 
@6,52 SAY SPACE(4) 
END IF 
E~E 
@20, 10 SAY 'PART NO. NO'T' : I.N THE DATA. BASE. PRESS ANY KEY.' 
WAIT SPACE(S) 
@21,10 SAY SPACE{2) 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@20,10 TO 20 1 57 
@6,,26 SAY SPACE,(13) 
END IF 
ELSE 
:IF' UPD~TEO 
CLEAR. 
SET COLOR TO G 
@8,20 TO 12,47 DOUBLE 
S.ET COLOR TO GR . 
@l0,23 SAY 'DA'l'ABASE BE:ING UPDATED' 
REJ:NDEX 
END IF 
RETURN 
END IF 
@6,52 SAY SPACE(4) 
END DO 
• type a:occ.prg 
CLEAR 
.SET ORDER TO 2 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@6,15 TO lB,s~ · 
@6, 2 6 S.AY ,SPACE ( 18 )1 
@5,25 TO 7,44 DOUBLE 
SE,T COLOR TO BG 
@6, 27 SAY '',OC'C CODE SUMMARY' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@l.0, 22 SAY I occ COD'E: ' 
@l.2,22 SAY 'REALIZATION FACTOR:' 
@14,22 SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH:' 
@16, 22 SAY 'MONTHL,Y RATE: I 
@R,38 SAY TRUNTIME 
@R,52 SAY 'I '+STR(TSUM,J) 
@R., 60 SAY I I • 
R•R+l. 
@R,5 SAY 'I 
R•R+l 
@R,5 SAY 'I MOVES• M 
@R,29 SAY MSETUP 
@R, 4 2 SAY ' I I 
@R,38 SAY MRUNTIME 
@R,52 SAY •1 '+STR(MSUM,3) 
@R,60 SAY 'I' 
R-R+l 
@R,5 SAY I' 
R•R+l 
@R, 5 SAY ' II STORAGES • S 
@R,29 SAY SSETUP 
@R, 4 2 SA y • I I 
@R,38 SAY SRUNTIME 
@R,52 SAY 'I '+STR(SSUM,3) 
@R,60 SAY 'I' 
RaR+l 
@R, 5 SAY • I 
R-R+l 
@R,5 SAY I I DELAYS - 0 . 
@.R, 29 SAY DSETUP' 
@R, '2 SAY • ' I 
@R,38 SAY DRUNTIME 
@R, 52 SAY I 1; '+STR(DSUM, 3) 
@R, 60 SAY I I ' 
R•R+l. 
@R,5 SAY • I 
R-R+l 
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@R,5 SAY ') t>ROCESS QPERATIONS ., P 
@R, 29 SAY PSF;TUP 
@R., 42 SAY • I I 
@R,JB SAY PRUNTIME 
@R, 52 SAY • I • +STR(PSUM, 3) 
@R,60 SAY 'I' 
R•R+l 
I ' 
,II I 
I' 
I' 
@R,5 SAY 'I I I ____ _ 
I ' 
I , 
I ,, 
____ t• 
SETSUM•OSETUP+I$ETUP+TSETUP+MSETUP+SSETUP+OS.ETUP+PSETUP 
RUHSOM-ORUNTIME+IRUNTIME+TRUNTIME+MRUNTIME+S:RUNTIME+DRUNTIME+PRUNTIME 
SUMSUM•OSUM+ISUM+TSCJM+MSUM+SSUM+OSUM+PSUM 
R-R+l. 
@R,22 SAY 
@R,29 SAY 
@R,38 SAY 
@R,54 SAY 
F.JECT 
'TOTALS •' 
SETSUM 
RUN SUM 
S'TR (SUMS UM, 3 ) 
SET PRINT OFF 
SET DEVICE TO SCREEN 
ELSE 
@'20,5 SAY 'PART NO. NOT IN THE DATA BASE. 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21, 5 SAY SPACE(5)' 
@20,5 SAY SPACE(60) 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
RETURN 
• 
@8,60 TO 9,60 
@10,13 SAY 6PACE(45) 
@12,lJ SAY SPACE(45) 
@14,ll SAY 6PACE{45) 
@16,lJ SAY SPACE(45) 
@18,ll SAY SPACE(45) 
@21,10 SAY SPACE(40) 
ELSE 
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@20,ll SAY 'SEQ. NO. NOT IN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KEY.' 
WAIT SPACE {6) 
@21,5 SAY SPACE(10) 
6 ET COLOR TO GF. 
@20,11 TO 20,S7 
@6,26 SAY ~PACE(l3) 
@6,52 SAY SPACE{4) 
END IF 
ELSE 
@20,10 SAY 'PART NO. NOT. IN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY KE'{.' 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@21,S SAY SPACE(lO) 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@20,10 TO 20,57 
@6,26 SAY SPACE(ll) 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF DELETED 
CLEAR 
SET COLOR TO G 
@8,20 TO 12,47 DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@10,23 SAY 'DATABASE BEING UPDATED' 
PACK 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
END DO 
• type a:sp2.prq 
CLEAR 
SET ORDER TO 4 
SET COLOR TO GR 
@6,15 TO 18,54 
@6,26 SAY SPACE(l7) 
@5,26 TO 7,4l DOUBLE 
SET COLOR TO BG 
@6,28 SAY 'SYMBOL SUMMARY' 
SET COLOR TO G 
@10,22 SAY 'SYMBOL:' 
@12,22 SAY 'REALIZATION FACTOR:' 
@14,22 SAY 'HOURS PER MONTH:' 
@16,22 SAY 'MONTHLY RATE:' 
SET COLOR TO R 
@l,18 SAY '(use 11 x e 1/2 paper for> 1 page)' 
DO WHILE .T. 
@J,15 SAY •press <ENTER> to search new part numbers• 
STORE SPACE{l) TO MSYMBOL 
STORE 0 TO HFACTOR,MHOURS,MRATE 
@10,30 GET MSYMBOL PICTURE'!' 
STORE 12 TO R 
DO WHILE OCC • MCODE 
STORE PARTNUMBER TO MPARTNUM 
STORE LOTSIZE TO MLOTSXZE 
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STORE 0 TO MSUM,MSETUP,MRUNTIME,MT:IME,KREQ 
DO WHILE PARTNUMBER • MPARTNUM .AND. OCC • MCODE 
MSUM-MSUM+ 1 
MSETUP-MSETUP+SETUP 
MRUNTIME•KRUNT:IME+RUNTIME 
SKIP 
END DO 
MT'IME-MSETUP+ (Mr:.OT'SI:ZE*MRUNTIME) 
MR.EQ•HRATE*K'}.'IRE*MFACTOR*(l/60)*(1/tfHOURS) 
TOTOCC-TOTOCC+MSUM .. . 
TOTTIME-TOTTIME+MT'IME 
TOTREQ-TOTREQ+MREQ 
TOTSET~TOTSET+MSETUP 
TOTRUN-T'OTRUN+MRUNTIME 
R-R+1 
@R,l SAY '1'+SPACE(15)+'1 '+SPACE{7)+' I '+SPACE(6)+' I '+SPACE(B)+' I 
~R,52 SAY SPACE(9)+'1 •+sPACE(9)+'1 • 
R=R+l 
@R,l SAY 'I' 
@R,J SAY MPARTNUM 
@R, 17 SAY I I ,, 
PR,12 SAY MSUH 
@R,25 SAY 'I 
@R,20 SAY MLoTSIZE 
@R,32 SAY '.I' 
~R,28 SAY MSETUP 
1~R, 4,J. SAY I I ,, 
@R,J8 SAY KRUNT~~ 
@R, 51 SA'/- ' .I I 
@R,48 SAY M';I'IME 
@'R, 61 SAY '.I ' 
@R,61 SAY HREQ PICTURE '999999.99' 
@R,71 SAY 'I' 
IF R > 43 
EJECT 
PAGE•PAGE+l 
1@1, 60 SAY 1 PAGE: '+S:TR(PACE, 2) 
@2,22 SAY 'SUMMARY FOR occ CODE - •+occ 
@J, 30 SAY DATE.() 
@ 5 , 1 SAY t I I NO. I LOT I I 
@5, 33 SAY I CUM I CUM I PROC.ESS I MONTHLY I I 
@6, 1 SAY 'I PARTNUMBER I' OCCUR I SIZE I I 
@6,33 SAY I SETUP RUNTIME I TIME I REQHNTS I I 
@7, l SAY • '-----.,....---' I I I 
@7,)3 SAY. '~---- -~~~-- ----~ _____ I' 
STORE 8 TO R 
END IF 
END DO 
R-R+l 
{l RI 1 SA y • I -----.,.---- ---.,.~-
@R, 52 SAY ·----- _____ I I 
R-R+l 
@R, 5 SAY 'TOT'ALS •' 
@R, 12' SAY TOTOCC 
@R,28 SAY TOTSET 
@R,38 SAY TOTRUN 
_____ ,. 
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@R,40 SAY TOTTIKE 
@R,60 SAY TOTREQ PICTURE 1 9999999.99 1 
EJECT 
SET PRINT OFF 
SET DEVI.CE TO SCREEN 
@12,42 SAY 6PACE(5) 
@14,39 SAY SPACE(5) 
@16,J6 SAY SPACE(5) 
EL.SE 
@20,7 SAY •occ CODE HO'r' XN THE DATA BASE. PRESS ANY l(Ey TO CONTINUE.• 
WAIT SPACE(6) 
@2.l., 7 SAY SPACE (2) 
@20,7 SAY t-;PA0£(60) 
END IF 
ELSE 
RETURN 
END IF. 
END DO 
**********************************•••····~···· 
• 
* 
* COPYRIGHT (C) l.987 MART'IN MARIETTA ELECTRONIC 
* SYSTEMS DIVISXON, HARTIN MARIETrA CORP., USA. 
* 
*************************•••················· 
• QUIT 
•** END RUH dBASE xrI PLUS 
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